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The Other Discipline BY JEANNE COOPER
The Thresher: an honorable tradition at Rice since 1916.
A Thresher editor: part martyr, part power-broker--even part student.

4

Dream at Arecibo BY B.C. ROBISON

Rice's William Gordon was the mind behind the upper atmosphere observatory at Puerto Rico.

6

From Liberal Arts to Livelihood BY ROBERT MOLDER

Students in the humanities sometimes find it hard to get a job, but Rice has originated a pro-
gram to help bridge the gap.

8

Myth and Math BY STEVE BRYNES

Unbeknownst to her, Queen Dido was the first to use mathematical optimization in a shrewd
real estate deal.

1 5

#Bettela
Mistaken Identity
Those among your readers who know my
colleague Charles Garside, Jr. will recognize
his style in the statement that appeared over
my name on p. 15 of the April-May issue of
SALLypoRT. It was my privilege, as the current
Speaker of the Faculty Council, to read this
statement at the faculty meeting of April 4; its
author, however, was Charles Garside.

ALBERT VAN HELDEN.
Department of History

Athletic Debate Continues
Regarding the latest debate concerning the
fate of intercollegiate athletics at Rice—What
is being proposed here reflects the broad
underlying philosophy about what Rice
should strive to be.

Not an issue of SAILYPORT is published
that doesn't include several reports of Rice's
national ranking in areas such as percentage
of National Merit Finalists, percentage of
Valedictorians, SAT scores, etc. Rice is
recognized as the "hardest" school in the
South, but we've paid a price for this
distinction. As we've struggled successfully to
maintain our high academic standards,
we've failed to create the healthy
environment for social and physical
development that is the mark of a truly
outstanding undergraduate university. We
may pride ourselves in achieving scholastic
rank alongside the recognized centers of
scientific endeavor, CI la Cal Tech, MIT, etc.
Yet, my experience has shown me that for a
strong academic and personally enriching
and rewarding undergraduate experience,
most knowledgeable people might very well
recommend Rice behind institutions like
Vanderbilt, Texas, Duke, Texas A&M,
Tulane...

Maintaining intercollegiate athletics is
one important step to encourage the
development of a healthy, well-rounded
undergraduate experience at Rice. Without
our intercollegiate athletic program, Rice
would be able to attract fewer of the kind of
students who are looking for this kind of
undergraduate experience. Student-athletes
generally offer alternative lifestyles and
attitudes that I feel Rice urgently needs.

Not by any measure is this simply a
debate about athletics. I believe most Rice
alumni want Rice to be (and to be known for)
something finer than only a haven for
schizoid geniuses. As the academic hub of
the fastest growing metropolis in the U.S.,
Rice can strive for more, not less.
We should also remember that defeat on the
field is not humiliating. In fact we are always
winners, because Rice is recognized as the only
SWC school whose athletes truly are students
too.

TERRELL BENOLD '79
Georgetown, TX

Let me add to the no football noise. Have said
my piece on this about 15 years ago and since.

First played for Rice in 1923 and 1925. Was
busted out both years. Was paid to play both
years. Was not told to go to bed after losing 10
lbs.-4-6 P.M. and get up and study in A.M. or
would have graduated. Did with honors at
Ga. Tech '32.

In my day we had 17 players on the
squad in '23. 160 pounds was top weight, that
was me-6'O". We played on 8 games and
when lucky won 2 or 3. Playing teams like
Texas, they outweighed us 60 lbs. per man.

Requirements for entrance at Rice then-
4 years of high school straight A's. Most of us
went to Rice with no ambition of ever making
a college team, much less ever playing pro
ball.

By the time you finished your 2nd year,
you'd a lot rather sit on the Bench than to
play.

Why should a school like Rice, a Rhodes
School, be so foolish as to play football? It cer-
tainly does not bring in good scholars? Look
at Emory (Rhodes school). Duke is like Rice—
wins on occasion.

Play tennis, baseball, basketball, golf.
I.C. PRATHER '26
Columbus, GA

A Thank You From Brazil
I am here to thank you for all the good things
that Rice —ex-Institute and
today—University—did and has done to my
beloved husband Marvineito since he studied
and graduated there in 1932.

He lived his 72 years of life always
deeply proud of being one of the so many
blessed with the enviable education that he
had.., from that monumental center of
education that is RICE UNIVERSITY.

Marvin Maurice Mickle died August 15th
of double pneumonia.

He was a scholar's gentleman; never
stopped studying and reading...He spoke
very good, fluently, French, Spanish,
Portuguese (our language in Brasil), and
also, we did together, here, three years of
private classes of Russian and Japanese.
There is a great population of Japanese here
in Sao Paulo, and it is interesting to know the
language and culture of people that you
have close acquaintance. Russians are not
our friends, so it is a must to learn, read and
write and speak well Russian language. I
believe that you Americans must be very
interested and I am sure you all know much
about Russian language and their culture.

Thank you for sending SALLYPORT—we
love to read them and all the programs of
Association of Rice Alumni. Please, try to
send us always. Marvin and I have two
daughters, Natasha. ..she is "sociologa" and
Mary Eileen is architect.

I am a Brazilian... we were married in
Rio de Janiero during the war.

Thank you for everything that Rice
University did to my beloved husband ...My
language is Portuguese, that we spoke all the

time these 41 years! Forgive the mistakes.
With many thanks,

ELEA MIME
Sao Paulo

A Few Comments
Postage costs being as they are. I'm including
comments on several issues in this letter.

Comment one: Let's get out of SWC. As the
niece of one of Rice's most successful football
players in the 1930's, Dick Jamerson, lam well
aware of all the benefits football is supposed to
bring to the player, school, and family. But this
is 50 years later, and the cost-benefit ratio has
changed. Sportsmanship has become big busi-
ness. Rice offers an intellectual experience
which other SWC schools cannot match. I know;
I got my second degree from U.T.-Austin. Rice
should lead to its strength, and offer educational
excellence to those who want it. If lacking a ma-
jor conference team keeps a few students from
coming, what harm? At least Rice need not par-
ticipate in the dishonesty that offers football
players a -scholarship" and then denies them a
real education.

Comment two: I am an oblique third-
generation Rice graduate: my great-uncle Ste-
wart Jamerson, and my uncle Richard (Dick)
Jamerson were both Rice graduates. All three of
us were assisted financially by my mother's fa-
ther, Edwin Jamerson, who never finished
grammar school but helped his brother and both
of his own children through college. His grand-
children benefited, through their parents, from
his generosity.

Comment three: I enjoy all alumnae (sic)
news in the SALLYPORT, particularly profiles of
alumnae (not necessarily famous or wealthy),
like that on Don Perkins in the April/May is-
sue. These are particularly valuable since
classnotes have been pared to the bare
bones. I would like to see classnotes
restored—even expanded—so that more of
the personalities come through. Three or four
words in quotes is not enough! Next, I'd enjoy
a listing, every few SALLYPORTS, of the current
faculty. Those of us not in Houston often won-
der if so-and-so is still there. On a couple of
occasions. I've been unpleasantly surprised
to find that a favorite faculty member wasn't
This could be very brief. I am not as inter-
ested in stories on faculty in the news, or in-
terviews with famous alumnae that do not
bring out anything more than similar stories
in other publications. In other words, if it's the
sort of thing I might read in Fortune, Time,
Science, or a newspaper, I'd prefer more
classnotes.

Comment four: As a student and gradu -
ate of Rice, I have never needed the ego-
boost of comparing Rice to other famous
schools—so why do we keep hearing that it
could be the Chicago" or "the Stanford" or
"the Princeton" of its region? It's the Rice of its
region, and that's plenty. Rice does not need
to be larger than it is—in fact, it didn't need to
grow that large. It has enough first-class in-
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On Selecting a President
The number one interest on the Rice cam-
Pus these next few months will be observ-ing the presidential selection process at
work. BY November, with much of the ac-
tivity reported, the nation will have elected
a president. Whoever he, or possibly she,
turns out to be, few people are likely to feelthe process brought forth one of the no-
tion's great proven leaders. Jimmy Carters
Why Not the Best?'' will continue to sound
good, but continuing doubts about
Whether this is achievable under our exist-
ing Political system will prevail as long as
the man seeks the job and not vice versa.

Since Rice will have little say in the se-lection of the U.S. President, not surpris-
ingly the community will be watching
More closely the deliberations of the com-
mittee to advise the Rice Board of Gover-

. '59 nors in its search for someone to succeed
Norman Hackerman as president a year'52from now. "Watching' is perhaps the0Wrong word, for the nine-person commit-:1-1::, tee's activities will not be reported or publi-cized. 

And partly, if not largely, because
of such discretion exercised by the commit-
°e members the individual who becomes1-lice's fifth president in its 74th year is ex-

0 1
 Pected to come from a far larger group of 
;41-ialified candidates and nominees than isi he norm under our national political sys-tem.

. One thing is certain. The Rice alumniI will be well represented in the selection
Process, with the nine-person committee

!including five former Rice students and'two 
current Rice students. Only faculty

,..,rriernber Bill Martin and trustee Ralph
'-' Connor failed to attend classes at Rice—

: though Martin has been teaching Rice stu-dents for 15 years and O'Connor, son-in-
RS 
'
' OW of George Brown, has been on theRice Board of Governors most of the past
'years. The full committee is listed else-
where in SALLYPORT , and while delibera-
ii°ns will be confidential, alumni are,Ap.' irlvited to contact their representatives,sheds Students theirs, faculty theirs, and per-

' I sc)ris in general the board members in
rsiil Order to nominate candidates for the

fried Presidency or to provide relevant infor-
istom rricition.

tfers . Wv,n,110 Would Want the Job?
ts tAl ori '' "0 would want to be president of Rice,
atiori onY other university for that 

matter., A 

st°rY in the April 4 Chronicle of Higher Ed-ucation 
suggests that at least one-fourth ofthe 

nation's college and university presi-
dentsn„ might—at least that number indi-cated a love of their jobs when interviewed
° P art of a project called "Strengthening
Aresidential Leadership,” supported by the
association of Governing Boards. Another`‘i Percent indicated they were ready to:sluit, and the balance (50 percent) "liketheir jobs more than they dislike them," butfeel the college presidency has built-inProblems.

Among other points of the study re-
IDerted in the Chronicle:
ci —"Few college and university presi-ents are strong academic leaders. Many
Qecidernic deans seem to think, 'Yes, if Iwere 

President, I would be a strong aca-
erhic leader.' But since they are deansthe

p.
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of

act) tcike oY, No, I will not let the president
Over my job.' .edic4 t; —"The  presidential search and selec-/iv 

the process is 'seriously flawed.' Neither
iuct Prod d boy network' nor advertisements

uce good candidates.
)n.

00)441411* 

—"Governing-board members do not
speak candidly to potential presidents. In
answer to the question, 'Do you tell the
candidate the truth about the job and the
institution?' one typical board member re-
plied, 'Heavens, no. We'd never get a
president if we were honest.-
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Rice Library Ranked Last
There are only 104 libraries in the United
States and Canada that qualify and belong
to the prestigious Association of Research
Libraries (ARL). There are a number of ba-
sic requirements related to total volumes in
hand, serials, staff, budget, etc., and with
few exceptions, a library must serve a
huge audience in order to qualify. Rice
has by far the smallest enrollment of any of
the 104 member institutions. Even so, it's
disappointing to see in the May 23 Chroni-
cle of Higher Education "Fact File on 1982-
83 Holdings of Research Libraries in the
U.S., Canada" Rice in last place overall—
though not in all listed categories.

Of the 104 members of the ARL, only
28 are private U.S. universities, and most
have significant commitments to medicine
and law, as do most of the large public in-
stitutions on the list. Rice's 1,146,577 vol-
umes exceeds the number held at six other
ARL members, its 36,780 volumes added in
1982-83 is ahead of eight others, the 10,862
current serials rank Rice in front of six
other ARL schools, its $1,509,483 budget for
materials is greater than the amount spent
by six others, and the Rice library payroll
of $1,685,340 exceeds the total salaries
paid by two others.

Still, overall, Rice is in 104th place
among 104 ARL libraries. But even this is
misleading. The compilation of statistics by
librarians is not an exact science by any
means—particularly with regard to quality
and diversity of the collection as opposed
to quantity and similarity. Rice's collection
is strong in both quality and diversity, and
its exchange agreement with the Medical
Center Library housed at Baylor a short
distance away (from Fondren to the Medi-
cal Center Library requires less time to
walk than it does between various on-
campus locations) amounts to a significant
boost in books and periodicals readily
available to Rice faculty and students
alike. And reciprocal arrangements of
sorts with the University of Houston (in 58th
place), Texas A&M (in 54th place), and the
University of Texas (in 6th place) are also
useful.

Olympic Owls

Although it still rankles that Rice was
passed over by the NCAA when at-large
invitations to the national baseball tourna-
ment were issued, it's nice to know that
big-school politics have not affected our
athletes at the international level. Owl
pitcher Norm Charlton, whose 11 wins set
a Rice one-season record, will join Amen-

ca's finest sportsmen and women at the
1984 Summer Olympic Games in Los
Angeles in July. The all-Southwest Confer-
ence southpaw was selected from a field of
thousands of eligible talented players for
the United States 25-man baseball squad.
Although baseball is only an exhibition
sport at the Olympics, competition will be
fierce. Given the chance, Charlton should
prove to the NCAA officials what type of
quality they overlooked when they consid-
ered past records instead of the most re-
cent one — Charlton's and Rice's best
(41-14).

Other Rice athletes must wait until the
Olympic Trials beginning June 16 before
they are assured of a ticket to Los Angeles.
Regina Cavanaugh is the most likely to
represent Rice at the Games; her shotput
throws in excess of 56 feet have garnered
her several victories this season. Like
Cavanaugh, Gawain Guy red-shirted the
outdoor season this year in order to train
for the Olympics. Guy hopes to compete in
the 1500-meter run, for either the U.S. or
Jamaican team, as his dual citizenship al-
lows. Both Guy and Cavanaugh were fea-
tured in the May issue of Houston City
magazine. Whatever the athletes' final ef-
forts are, Rice should benefit from the ex-
posure. The benefits will be even greater if
all of our Olympians return to Rice in the
fall.

Unique Student Aid Program
An anonymous Florida alumnus and his
spouse have created a perhaps unique
scholarship program for Rice students. To
be called Epoch Matching Funds, the pro-
gram has the potential of giving Rice stu-
dents half the cost of their tuition, fees, and
books if they can document that they
earned the other half. And to keep the pro-
gram alive and growing, students accept-
ing such funds are expected to repay them
in the future when they are able to do so—
though the obligation is an implied moral
one and not legal or otherwise binding.

The donors' original gift will not help a
lot of students this first year, but interest in
participating in the build-up of Epoch
Matching Funds has been expressed by
others. The Florida couple's reason for
starting the program is stated clearly and
simply: "The pride and sense of accom-
plishment obtained by working for one's
education is in many cases equal to the
value of the education itself."

David Hunt, Rice's director of financial
aid, will administer the program— which
will be quite competitive at the outset in
view of the limited funds. However, he's
optimistic that it will catch on with alumni
and friends. As far as he can determine, it
is the only program of its kind in the
country—perhaps in keeping with so much
of the Rice tradition.

Getting Out SALLYPORT
In addition to the losses of Virginia Hines
'78 and Chester Rosson '65 this past winter,
SALLYPORT now faces the loss of photog-
rapher Pam Morris, who has just com-
pleted her seventh year in the office of
information services. Pam, whose back-
ground includes public relations and
editing, will take over the public rela-
tions responsibilities at Safeway in June.
Her photo skills have helped ease the
problems of getting out this publication
on more than one instance, and most of
the photos in this issue were taken by
her.

A new editor, Frank Baglione, is
scheduled to take over the SALLYPORT
chores on July 1. He was selected by the
Alumni Publications Committee from al-
most a hundred applicants. His qualifi-
cations include past editing of weekly
newspapers in Massachusetts, current
editing of a national golf monthly, Golf
Review, and a doctorate from Tufts Uni-
versity in history. He has a good sense
of design and photography, making
those of us interested in an ever-
improving SALLYPORT feel good about
the future.

Whitmore's Parting Thoughts
Bill Whitmore came to work at Rice when
the football stadium was about half-
completed in June 1950. His retirement in
June 1984 as the first and only full-time
sports information director Rice ever had
was acknowledged by Dr. Hackerman at
Commencement, along with the retire-
ment of faculty members Jorge Awapara
(biochemistry since 1957) and Robert M.
Thrall (mathematics since 1969). Bill will
also be completing this summer his term
as president of the College Sports Informa-
tion Directors of America. His parting
thoughts submitted to a number of friends
include at least one worth passing on. It's
written in the rough form in which he has
communicated so much information about
so many Rice athletes over 34 years:

"My big beef is the cynical attitude in
general of most current sportswriters and
radio/tv types... Strong attitude the pros
are 'everything' and as for the college
stuff, 'Barber, nobody cares.' And I say,
'how can they if media does not help
them?'.. Well understood in a big city and
major market with pro franchises, but it is
an imbalance... Also the media seems
captivated by the 'big money' angle-
...countless stories on millions paid to
players...agents...all that sort of thing...
but ignore the generous people who are
keeping college sports going by donations
but do so for love of sport and schools."

Bill, or Barber as he is affectionately
known, has seen the good times and the
bad as spokesman-publicist for the Rice
Owls. We hope he'll be seeing some more
good ones as counselor to his successor,
Bill Cousins.
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Another Discipline
The Thresher: an honorable tradition at Rice since 1916.

A Thresher editor: part martyr, part power-broker—even part student.

Although Rice has no school of journalism,
four students could have been awarded honor-
ary degrees in the field when they received their
diplomas on May 12. New alumni Jay Grob, Tom
Morgan, Jeanne Cooper and Chris Ekren all
served as editors of the Thresher for one semes-
ter, in addition to working in other positions on
the paper during their undergraduate career.
The SALLYPORT asked Ms. Cooper to discuss the
goals and motivations of Thresher editors with
her classmates, and to examine how the job af-
fected their Rice experience. She shares the
results of her inquiry, which includes a review
of past editors, below.

BY JEANNE COOPER

C rom the beginning of the Thresher in 1916 student
V editors have had that special commitment to the
newspaper that both sets them apart from Rice and
yet brings them closer to it than other classmates.

THE THRESHER17

The late Paul Bobb '20 was the oldest living
Thresher editor when student Joan Hope inter-
viewed him in March of 1982 about his days on the
paper. Bobb had edited the 1919-20 volume at a
time when few traditions had been established. He
commented, "I thought at the time that a lot of pro-
fessors didn't have any interest in what we were
trying to do. None of us knew anything. We just
plunged in." He recalled, "I'm not sure that we had
any big issues. A lot of the folks thought that we
were too religious. Rice had a very strong YMCA,
and we always covered that and other religious
groups." Although recent Threshers could hardly
be accused of being too religious, Bobb did pass on
an experience common to all editors: "Sometimes
we had to scramble to get the copy out by the dead-
line. I almost flunked a course that would have kept
me from graduating."

Another part of Bobb's legacy to the Thresher is
an award for the best feature story of the year.
When Bobb passed away in 1982, his survivors and
friends contributed to a memorial fund in his name,
the interest from which forms a cash prize for the
storywriter, chosen by the editor in conjunction with
the dean of student activities.

A few years after Bobb's hectic term, Jack
Glenn apparently had organized the Thresher
enough so that he could serve two years, 1923-1925,
as both editor and yell leader. Glenn succeeded
E.O. Arnold, and according to the 1923 Campanile,
"kept up the high standard." The write-up in the
yearbook continues, "These dynamic and experi-
enced newspaper men got away from the stereo-
typed student publication and gave to the Thresher
a regular big daily atmosphere.... The editorials
took on an aggressive tone, they discussed issues,
and did not merely enunciate platitudes." Glenn
scored a coup when he scooped the local papers on
the hiring of John Heisman as head football coach
and director of Rice athletics.

THEH E 1=2
1920

As the campus grew, so did the news and thus
the responsibility of the campus press. The 1931

Campanile announces, "The Thresher this year be-
came a newspaper, and not a compendium of cam-
pus twaddle hashed up each Thursday night before
the edition went to press."

THE THRESHER
1933

In the war years, military service made it hard
for the Thresher to keep staff, and sometimes the
editors, around. The mid-year graduation of James
Hargrove, who served as editor in the fall of 1942,
led to the approval of his wife Marion by the Student
Association as the editor for the spring of 1943.
Marion Hargrove became the first female ever to
run the Thresher, with the exception of the editors of
class and co-ed issues of the paper published one
month in the spring during the '20s and '30s.

?NE R/CE J MRESI/ER
1949

The 1950s saw another couple take the top post
of the Thresher, although Jim Bernhard, editor in
1958, and Ginger Purington, editor the following
year, did not tie the knot until after they left Rice.
Now host of the Houston PBS Channel 8's arts show,
"The Green Room," Jim Bernhard described his moti-
vation to become part of the Thresher: "I'd always
been interested in journalism, ever since I won a
spelling award from the now-defunct Houston Press
when I was twelve. It seemed a natural interest to
follow at Rice. Working on the Thresher, like all
journalism, was a way of automatically staying in
touch with what was going on in all centers... The
Thresher was a central place to which everyone
looked for publicity and information." Sometimes
staying in touch with news meant being out of touch
with the carefree student life, as Ginger Bernhard
commented: "We were in a hole in the bottom of the
library, and working on the paper was a very in-
group type of thing. We considered ourselves mar-
tyrs. Working at a pace which other people do not
makes one feel set apart." The Campanile from her
husband's term also mentions the "unloved" who
serve on the paper, but the indentured nature of the
job had its benefits, too. "We were sort of like a fam-
ily," stated Mrs. Bernhard, "I found it great fun."

THRESIIER
1958

The 1960's brought a new type of student to
Rice, one who was probably more aware of politics
than those of any other decade, and the student edi-
tors of the time reflect the new concerns. In the fall
of 1962, editor Griffin Smith, Jr. took a view of im-
pending desegregation that was independent of his
staff's, when he wrote an editorial on the sense of a
cultural loss by the South. Smith went on to support
another famous Southerner, Jimmy Carter, as a
speechwriter, and to become a founding member of
the successful magazine Texas Monthly, which per-
haps goes to prove that editorial opinion is less im-
portant in the long run than editorial expertise in
putting out copy.

Eugene Keilin, who followed Smith, also found
use for talents which he honed as Thresher editor.
According to former managing editor Bill Broyles

'66, himself a founding member of Texas Monthly
and later editor of Newsweek, Keilin was "alwaY
pleading with his professors for extensions on his
papers and so on, as many Thresher editors have

always done. It turned out that one of the best thin
he has done in his career since has been to get ex
tensions for New York City on its loans—he was th
executive director of Big MAC (Municipal Assist-
ance Corporation). As (Dr. Alan) Grob said, no oil
would be better at getting extensions than Keilin 6
ter his experiences at Rice."

Editor Hugh Rice Kelly, who began his term 11
the fall of 1964, did not put out enough copy to suit
Dean of Students S. W. Higginbotham, and so wct
forced to leave his post in March of 1965. Kelly hal'
omitted the name of the Thresher's faculty sponse
Walter Isle of English, and allegedly refused to
come to the phone when Higginbotham called hit
at home. Two days after the Thursday publication
the issue, Higginbotham placed Kelly on disciplil
nary probation, which under the SA rules meant
that he could not hold a university-wide position.
Kelly's removal sparked a student demonstration
equal size to—if of a much more peaceful nature".
than those of later years; the next Monday over 5ir
students marched through the Sallyport to Fondrd
Library, led by Thresher staffer Broyles. Both factl•
and student petitions, totalling over 1,000 signa-
tures, were presented to the administration, but
charge of insubordination by Kelly stood, and as5
ciate editor John Durham took over for the rest of t}
semester and the following year. Nevertheless,
Kelly had been instrumental in one goal that was
somewhat revolutionary for the times: free speed'
on campus, or rather, freedom in choosing those
who speak on campus. When President K.W. Pitt
banned Communist Party leader Gus Hall from d
dressing an audience at Rice in the fall of 1964,
Kelly led student protest through his editorials,
eventually winning virtually all of his demands fel
free speech from Pitzer. Kelly is now a lawyer wi;
Baker Botts in Houston along with 1939-40 editor
Ballew.

The late 60s saw even more attention on polll
cal issues, particularly foreign policy in places 10
Vietnam and Biafra. Student editors like Dennis
Bahler, 1968-69, still found time, however, to harl0
critical campus issues such as the "Masterson crl'
sis," when students and faculty protested the Rid
Board of Trustees' appointment of William Henry
Masterson '35 as president without their input. Al`
Grob, chairman of the English department and 6
member of the Rice faculty since 1961, remembef
Bahler as the only editor "who I think of as very P
litically radical." Grob also sees the editors of the
late 60s as "very much leaders for increasing the
numbers of minority students."

the rice threshel
The campus was still comparatively liberal

when conservative Steve Jackson took the helm 6
the Thresher in 1972. Jackson commented, "I iiva5
not the only conservative on the campus, althonC
had one of the highest profiles. I certainly got int(
arguments at the time (with students), but therel
no problem being editor. I tried to keep my wor16
and campus politics separate. My real crusades
were against idiots."

Jackson became only the second editor sill 
Glenn to serve a two-year term, which he ex- of 19
plained, "The first time I ran I thought the Threg
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was falling apart at the seams and needed to be or-
ganized. I also thought I would have fun doing it. I
ran the second time because I thought it had been a
lot of fun and I wanted to keep on doing it." During
his term, Jackson pressured the Honor Council into
dropping some of its secrecy and establishing the
role of the ombudsman. Recalled Jackson, "We en-
gaged in some worthwhile muckraking and got
some good out of it. There were some good people
on. the Honor Council, but they were not going to
bring this up on their own. I think the publicity com-
ing out of the newspaper did something for them."
Jackson also brought basic typesetting to the
Thresher, and got the Student Association to ap-
prove staff wages, which were to be based on the
size of the paper. Jackson attributes much of
his present success running a company which de-
signs and publishes board and role-playing gamesto his work on the student paper: "I got my manag-
ing experience at the Thresher, I got my publishing
experience from the Thresher, and I got my game
exPerience from playing Risk all night at Sid Ri-
chardson. The courses at Rice were by and large ir-relevant."' Before starting his game company,
Jackson worked for a summer as an assistant on the
SALLYPORT under Steve Barnhill and "hung
around" during the first year of his successor,
Gary Brewton.

Brewton, a doctor currently working in the
Medical Center, followed Jackson's example and
also served two years. Brewton, moreover, intro-
duced bi-weekly publishing to the Thresher with
issues appearing on Mondays and Thursdays, a
practice which only 1976-77 editor Carla Mc-
Farland kept. Professor Grob credits 1979-80 edi-
tor Matt Muller and his successor Richard Dees
with "a great leap forward in the Thresher," as
their redesign both changed its appearance and
Production techniques. They also expanded fea-
tures and arts coverage. All of this year's gradu-
ated editors worked for or with perfectionist
Dees, now a graduate student in philosophy at
the University of Michigan.

©1HRESHER
1984

Of Dees' four proteges, Jay Grob was the firstIP become editor, receiving the approval of the
6A. Senate to replace Bruce Davies in the spring
of 1982. Grob elaborated, "I became editor ratherby default when academic problems forced
71-lbe Davies to resign. (SA policy prevents stu-
dents on academic probation from holding of-
'ice.) At the time, I was news editor and had not
really decided if I was going to run for the editor-
ship the following year. In retrospect, I imagine
that I would have, though. I think the greatest
motivation factor for me in working on the
Thresher was the opportunity it afforded me to
work with, direct, and organize a group of highly
talented and enthusiastic people. Studies at Rice
'ire such a personal and insular affair, and I don't
think there is any other place like the Thresher
Where people of all different interests and skills
°dine together for one common goal."

According to Grob, only the second sopho-
more editor, the newspaper provided an opportu-
nnY to do some growing up. "The Thresher gave
illea chance to state my opinions in a way that I
hod never experienced before. I was only 19
When I took over, and had the maturity of some-
body about 19 (I hope), but still each week I was
(13ected to make some meaningful editorial
c)rili-rient on a relevant issue. I think the Thresher
,Qught me to be more objective when examining

ri issue, because to argue a point you believe
' You have got to know more about the point

wiau,are fighting against." Grob continued to
°I-K for the paper in various capacities, from cir-
illation manager to copy editor, his next two
gears. An English/history major, he will join the
rrn of Arthur Andersen & Co. as a management in-
'clInctiion consultant in July.
, When Tom Morgan became editor in the fallof 1982, his goals were "to focus on political issues

in and around the Rice campus." He recalled, "I
wanted to promote socially progressive thought
and action on the Rice campus." From the begin-
ning, his editorials, though sincere, were notable
for their shock value. Morgan was pro-union, an-
nouncing his decision to put the "union bug" of
the print shop in the staff box with great pride,
and he was anti-physical education, calling for
an end to the PE. 101/102 degree requirement.
Morgan advocated a certain amount of drug con-
sumption, and debated the role of the Honor
Council. His urging of students not to sign the
honor pledge provoked a letter from Honor Coun-
cil member Randy Marshall, urging students not
to read the Thresher. Morgan, who will spend the
next year traveling in France on a French depart-
ment scholarship, enjoyed being provocative; if
he were to become editor again, he commented,
"I would try to run more feature articles on sensi-
tive issues like homosexuality on campus, blacks
on campus, and other minority groups. I would
like to see more feature articles about issues im-
portant to Rice and the community."

Although Morgan calls his term "one of the
most satisfying endeavors of my life," academic
problems and personal reasons made him resign
as editor after one semester. After several years
of unopposed elections, I [Jeanne Cooper] had to
face Chris Ekren in a fairly heated battle. I had
been offered the editorship when Bruce Davies
left, but as a sophomore (and then sports editor), I
turned it down. I felt I didn't know enough yet
about what could be known at Rice. With an ad-
ditional semester as news editor, however, I felt I
had the experience to handle the job. Chris had
worked on news, too, and billed himself as a
more conservative answer to Tom Morgan. I think
my greater production experience helped me
win, and in the end, that's what I gave most to the
Thresher. My major accomplishment was obtain-
ing a blanket tax increase so that we could pur-
chase a new typesetting system, since our old
ones were disintegrating. The system was not in-
stalled until after my term, however; so I contin-
ued the tradition of majoring in "typesetting and
clearing paper jams," as Jay used to call it. I don't
think much of my editorials, as most of them were
written after an all-nighter at 7 A.m. on a Thurs-
day morning.

I couldn't resist staying on to help Chris, who
ran unopposed at the end of my term for the fol-
lowing year. Our goals were not that different, re-
ally; he stated, "I wanted to prove I could put out
a competent Thresher, and I wanted to provide
space for all opinion, given space limitations."
Although he had hoped to address more external
issues, Chris found the Pelli campus growth plan,
the football issue, and the ten-year Self-Study
dominated the pages. He resigned late in the fall,
feeling that he had done in one semester as
much as he could do in two. "Being editor gives
you a different picture of Rice. You see the conti-
nuity of Rice as an institution, you discover how
policies and departments evolved, and you hear
all the good gossip," Ekren concluded. Chris plans
to attend law school at the University of Chicago
in the fall.

Junior Mark Mitchell became editor following
Chris' resignation in January. Mark, who had
worked as sports editor and associate editor, also
found that one semester was enough to meet his
needs—especially with four "old hands" around
to consult: Chris and Tom wrote editorial
columns, Jay was copy editor, Jay and Tom deliv-
ered the papers; and I covered all production as-
pects. Mark plans to establish a humor magazine
now that he is free of us.

Editor-elect Paul Havlak may become the
first editor to serve a two-semester term since Ri-
chard Dees—if his original enthusiasm lasts. He
sees the job as "valuable to me as a hobby, a
chance to demonstrate I'm not an illiterate engi-
neer.' But his "primary career interests" still lie in
computer science. Paul will have only Mark and
his Apple Macintosh to consult in the future, but
we graduating seniors think he'll make it. His
Rice experience may never be the same... and so
much the better.

Thresher Editors 1915-84

1915-16 William M. Standish
1916-17 Eugene Millis
1917-18 Roy E. Lillard
1918-19 Joe R. Shannon
1919-20 Paul Bobb, Lucius Lamar
1920-21 Hill C. Gresham
1921-22 Arch D. Batjer
1922.23W M. Darling (fall)
1922-23 Buford Goodwin (spring)
1923-24 Jack Glenn
1924-25 Jack Glenn
1925-26 T. B. Stubbs
1926-27 Gordon Turrentine
1927-281- C. McNeill
1928-29 T. 0. Wood
1929-30 Ted Strong
1930-31 Elbert Turner
1931-32 Gardner Soule
1932-33 Thomas Gready, Jr.
1933-34 Peter Maniscalco
1934-35 James H. Scott
1935-36 John Costley
1936-37 Bob tiles
1937-38 Gene Sisk
1938-39 Francis Collins
1939-40 Bill Ballew
1940-41 Pat Nicholson
1941-42 Pat Nicholson
1942-43 Jim Hargrove (fall)
1942-43 Marion Hargrove (spring)
1943-44 Betty Lou Johnson (fall)
1943-44 Bobbi Sahol (spring)
1944-45 Charlie Meyers (fall)
1944-45 Muriel Wick (spring)
1945-46 Mildred McCall
1946-47 D. L. Anderson
1947-48 Bob Flagg
1948-49 Brady Tyson
1949-50 Emmett McGeever

1950-51 Ruey Boone
1951-52 Bill Hobby
1952-53 Allyce Tinsley Cole
1953-54 Dick Karig
1954-55 Bill Gordon
1955-56 Al Beerman
1956-57 Donna Paul Martin
1957-58 Jim Bernhard
1958-59 Ginger Purington
1959-60 Buddy Herz
1960-61 Bill Delaney
1961-62 Marjorie Trulan
1962-63 Griffin Smith
1963-64 Eugene Keilin
1964-65 Hugh Rice Kelly
1965-66 John Durham
1966-67 Sandy Coyner
1967-68 Darrell Hancock (fall)
1967-68 Phil Garon (spring)
1968-69 Dennis Bahler
1969-70 Jack Murray
1970-71 John Mauldin
1971-72 DeBow Freed
1972-73 Steve Jackson
1973-74 Steve Jackson
1974-75 Gary Brewton
1975-76 Gary Brewton
1976-77 Carla McFarland
1977-78 Phil Parker
1978-79 Michelle Heard
1979-80 Matt Muller
1980-81 Richard Dees
1981-82 Bruce Davies (fall)
1981-82 Jay Grob (spring)
1982-83 Tom Morgan (fall)
1982-83 Jeanne Cooper (spring)
1983-84 Chris Ekren (fall)
1983-84 Mark Mitchell (spring)
1984-85 Paul Havlak (ed.-elect)

Where Are They Now?

Thresher editors have gone on to work in many fields
besides journalism. The most popular being law and
medicine. In addition to those listed in the body of the
story, here are some of the others' occupations today:

Gordon Turrentine '28 is a consultant with the
Houston Chamber of Commerce.

T. 0. Wood '29 is a rehabilitation specialist in San
Marcos.

Rev. Brady Tyson '49 is a professor of international
relations at American University in Washington, D.C.

Emmett McGeever '50 lives in Australia where he
works as a reference librarian.

Bill Hobby '53 has served as the Texas lieutenant
governor since taking office in January 1973.

Dick Karig '54 is an architect with the Austin Com-
pany in Illinois.

Darrell Hancock '68 earned a master's degree in
journalism at Columbia University before obtaining a
law degree. He is affiliated with Mayor, Day &
Caldwell in Houston.

Phil Garon '68 served with President Jimmy
Carter before moving on to Paris as deputy director of
public affairs at the International Energy Agency.

DeBow Freed '74 became an M.D. before return-
ing to Rice to earn his Ph.D. in mechanical engineer-
ing in 1983. His dissertation: "Biochemical and
Morphologic Effects of Cavitation on Normal Human
Platelets."

Michelle Smith '79 is fashion editor of the Houston
Chronicle.

Bruce Davies '82 had his dream come true when
he was employed by IBM, for which he works in Dal-
las.

Four former editors of The Thresher were graduated

at 1984 Commencement. They are: (left to right) top,

Jay Grob and Tom Morgan; bottom, Jeanne Cooper

and Chris Ekren.
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DREAM AT ARECIBO 
BY B.C. ROBISON

The winning result was a very elegant design, a work of art.

R
ice provost and vice president for
academic affairs William E. Gordon
thought he had a great new idea that
day in 1955 as a young faculty mem-

ber at Cornell. He rushed in to see his colleague,
Henry George Booker, a renowned electrical en-
gineer from Cambridge, and announced with
great excitement, "Look, Henry, I've calculated
the radar cross section of an electron and the an-
tenna size that would be necessary for radar
study of the upper atmosphere. I think it's possi-
ble to do those studies with what is now known."

Professor Booker nodded approvingly and said,
"Oh yes, I did that cross-section calculation myself
when I was in graduate school at Cambridge. In
fact, J.J. Thompson even did it back in the late 1800s."

Suddenly deflated, Gordon did not give up on
his concept. He had been doing research in the
young field of atmospheric scattering of radio
waves when he realized that, with transmitters and
receivers of adequate size and strength, the un-
charted reaches of the upper atmosphere could be
explored by radio wave transmissions.

"The problem when Thompson and Booker
made their calculations," the 66-year old Gordon
says today, "was the necessary hardware was sim-
ply not in existence. When I made mine, the equip-
ment was available—if a large antenna could be
built—and so the idea was vastly more feasible."
Gordon's persistence culminated in the building
of the world's largest radar and radio telescope, the
Arecibo Ionospheric Observatory in Puerto Rico.

The story of William E. Gordon, scientist, is the
story of his pioneering work in the field of atmo-
spheric radio scattering and of his ultimate dream
at Arecibo—achievements that have brought him
high acclaim in his profession, including the rare
dual membership in both the National Academy of
Sciences and the National Academy of Engineering.

Like others of his generation, Professor Gor-
don's life and career were profoundly affected by
the Second World War. "Before the war I had gone
to a small teachers' college, Montclair State, in my
home state of New Jersey," Gordon says. "I had
been teaching junior high school for a couple of

years when Pearl Harbor was attacked. Shortly
thereafter I enlisted in the Army Air Corps, and my
academic pursuits made a dramatic change."

"I started out in meteorology," Gordon con-
tinues, "taking a nine-month course at New York
University But the military had trained more tradi-
tional weather forecasters than they could use, so I
got involved with a more specialized kind of fore-
casting, the kind using radar."

Although it had been developed in the mid-
1920s, radar was largely an unproven technology
that many scientists and engineers— and especially
operations officers—were reluctant to use. Its lack of
sophistication at the time the war broke out often led
to erroneous information, so it was clear that if it
were to be of use, refinements would have to be made.

"For example" he says, "a common difficulty we
had in the early days of radar was that a radar op-
erator would see a 'blip' indicating an object 50
miles away, when in fact the nearest object detect-
able by radar was 200 miles away. As it turned out,
these anomalous echoes were related to the pre-
vailing weather conditions.

"Under certain conditions of temperature and
humidity, the radar waves would stay close to the
surface of the water—and this phenomenon is asso-
ciated with radar transmission over the ocean—
following the earth's curvature instead of radiating
outward in a straight line. This unusual situation is
called a 'duct'.

"This duct traps the radio waves which strike an
object and bounce back toward the radar receiver.
Meanwhile, a second radar pulse was heading out-
ward and the radar can't sort out which pulse is
which and a false echo results at a range where no
target exists. "Well, the point of all this is that this
early work I did with problems of radar and atmo-
spheric conditions really sparked my interest in ra-
dio and electrical engineering."

T
hroughout the war Gordon continued his
research on the effect and prediction of
atmospheric disturbances as they related
to radar and radio waves at the radio-

ocean laboratory at MIT and at Bell Laboratories in

New Jersey and Florida. His last wartime assign-
ment was at the electrical laboratory of the Univer-
sity of Texas at Austin, where he pursued his radar
radio research. When he was discharged from
service, the university offered him a job.

"I had the choice then of either going back to
teaching math and science in junior high school or
doing something which was much more interest-
ing," Gordon says. "The war changed many peo-
ple's lives in all kinds of ways, some tragically, but
in my case it meant a whole new profession to
pursue."

His supervisor at UT-Austin was a professor ot
electrical engineering with whom Gordon devel-
oped a good professional and personal relation-
ship; they had been making advances in various
radar problems when the professor received an of-
fer from Cornell. He accepted it and strongly urged
Gordon to consider further academic studies in the
field, perhaps at Cornell. A year later, in 1948, Gor-
don, by this time having a wife and two small chil-
dren, moved to Cornell.

"Because of the war," he says, "there were peo-
ple doing all kinds of things at the wrong age, so to
speak, and I took five years to get a Ph.D., mainly
because I was working at the same time."

At first, Gordon worked with other faculty re-
search scientists, but within a few years he was get-
ting grants on his own. He gradually moved from
radar problems to the very nature of radio waves in
the atmosphere. "The basis for a great part of my
scientific career," Gordon says, "has been the fact
that radio waves are scattered, or reflected, by any
atmospheric irregularity. It's important to keep in
mind that the atmosphere is not a smooth homoge-
neous mass of air, but an air mass that can vary
greatly in temperature, density electrical charge,
and humidity

"The most familiar example of how atmospheric
disturbances affect light waves is the appearance of
waviness over a hot surface, such as a radiator or
roadbed. The irregularity in the air caused by the
excess heat bends and reflects, or scatters, the light
waves. The same principle holds concerning radio
waves."
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As a result of Gordon's thesis at Cornell, which
dealt with radio wave scattering in the lower atmo-
sphere, an entirely new realm of radio communica-
tion technology was begun. Because the scattering
was substantial enough to maintain usable radio
links, and because scattering conditions could be
Predicted , communication between distant points
became possible in ways not previously recognized.

"Because radio waves travel in straight lines,"
Gordon says, "they don't follow the curvature of the
earth. So in certain situations where you cannot set
LIP a series of line-of-sight radio relay stations, such
as between islands or in regions where you do not
have control of the intervening land, such as in Eu-
rope, radio scatter can be reliably used for com-
munication between points a few hundred miles
°Part. The transmitted signal is sent in the direction
of the intended receiving station, and comes back
clown to earth where it is received," he says.

"Systems like that are used throughout the Car-
ibbean and among the NATO countries of Europe. It
was used in the DEW (Distant Early Warning) line.
The underlying principle is basically simple," Gor-
d°n says. "The irregularities in the atmosphere
change the density and therefore the refractive in-
dex. Thus the radio waves are deflected or scat-
tered. And furthermore, certain regions are
normally turbulent, so that this phenomenon can be
used predictably for communication."

Fli ollowing the completion of his important
thesis work at Cornell in 1953, he received
his Ph.D. at the age of 35. He stayed at
Cornell until 1966, when he came to Rice

OS dean of engineering and science.
Throughout the 1950s Gordon and his associ-

dtes at Cornell steadily advanced the capacities of
radio communicating by exploiting the turbulence
DI the atmosphere at ever-increasing altitudes. A
higher scattering altitude meant a further range of
'communication between two points on earth.

, Once we had the technological ability to send
stgnals to higher levels," Gordon says, "the iono-
sPhere, the upper level of the atmosphere above
about 60 kilometers, assumed a tremendous new
Potential in our research. The lower atmosphere
'could be used for practical communication, but
--)rice you begin dealing with the ionosphere, the
enormous signals required to send and receive
made it impractical for communication use, due to
the size and cost of the hardware
, But," he says, "the analytical capabilities in-
-reuse tremendously By sending signals into the
nosphere and having them scattered back to a re-

we have learned a great deal about the
-amposition of this formerly uncharted region of the
trriosPhere."
A major difference between the lower atmo-

sPhere and the ionosphere is in their chemical com-
Position. The lower atmosphere is characterized by
Jvater vapor in varying amounts, while the iono-
Phere swirls with ions and electrons that result
irorn the solar ionization of the atmospheric gases. It
Was Gordon's quest for the secrets of the upper at-
rn°sPhere that led him to Arecibo.

'Information about the composition and behav-
or of the ionosphere was of great value to the mili-
,drY and to the space agency—it wasn't hard to
'„ emonstrate a practical need for it," Gordon says.
,C)nce I had calculated the antenna size necessaryor 

Ionospheric studies, I approached the civil engi-

in rit erilag people at Cornell and they studied the mat-
and agreed that such a giant radar and radio

iesoope as I had envisioned could be constructed.
° the Arecibo observatory had at least become a
Possibility.
w, "Well," he says, "the next obvious question is:
n° Pays for it? I was the spokesman for the project

'trld, in that capacity I started the long and difficult
ici,s1( of arranging financing. I had simply to sell the

?ric L'ecl but it took a while.

? of th The National Science Foundation was young

r liv, 11, and it just didn't have the kind of money we

> w°1-11d be needing," Gordon says. "So we went to

.ht rI nere the money was—the military. DOD had a

io Aew agency called the Advanced Research Project
gencY (ARPA), and their mission was to take new,.......

ideas that were risky, support them, and hope for a
payoff with a military application.

"So I started knocking on doors throughout the
Pentagon, and finally got to someone who would
listen. Their problem was to sort out the good ideas
from those of the crackpots who also knocked on
their doors. But I believed in the concept, I suppose I
was obsessed with it. We finally got some start-up
money, and the project was under way. The next
decision was where to locate the telescope. Several
factors had to be considered: weather, terrain, prox-
imity to the equator (so as to be able to observe the
planets, since a radar that could measure the prop-
erties of the ionosphere could also map the surface
of the nearby planets) and a friendly local
government."

But I believed in the
concept, I suppose I
was obsessed with it.

Because of the need for ground support of the
huge reflector, the right kind of terrain was critical.
And it turned out that there was one particular kind
of terrain that seemed tailor-made for the Arecibo
observatory—a type of terrain called Karst topogra-
phy. "One of the civil engineering people told me
about this Karst topography, which is very common
in the world," Gordon says. "It means the land is
pockmarked with large holes with very sheer walls.
They are formed when underground streams form
caves that collapse once they become too big.

"The land is a coral limestone which was once
under water," he continues, "and it provided the
ideal environment for these topographical forma-
tions to develop. After considering this and the
other factors, we ultimately decided upon Arecibo,
Puerto Rico. One of the topographical holes there
was an ideal spot to construct the telescope."

O
nce the land was acquired, construc-
tion began in the summer of 1960. This
was the great, final challenge to Gordon's
realization of his dream of Arecibo.

A fundamental principle of optics is that the
surface of a curved reflector must not deviate in
smoothness more than a twentieth of a wavelength
if the reflector is to focus that wavelength. In dealing
with a reflecting structure as vast as the 18-acfe,
1,000-foot-diameter Arecibo antenna, it was readily
apparent to Gordon and his engineering staff that
an even surface over the entire surface of the dish
was essential.

"We solved that problem by making a series of
stable points," Gordon says. "We achieved that sta-
bility on a given point by applying tension with

three cables coming from three different directions.
That point stays fixed as the temperature changes.
The tension on the cables may change, but the loca-
tion of the point remains fixed."

Another unique feature of the Arecibo observa-
tory design is its spherical shape. A parabolic re-
flector has only one focal point, and a small
deviation from that point will defocus that telescope.
It didn't seem reasonable to the creators of Arecibo
that so large and costly a venture should be able to
"look in" on or transmit to just one small portion of
the heavens.

"About that time we learned from the ARPA
people of a research group at Cambridge that was
working with the U.S. Air Force on spherical anten-
nas," Gordon says. "These are substantially differ-
ent from parabolic structures in that instead of
having just one focal point, each radius is a focal
line and collects (or radiates) a signal in the direc-
tion of the radius. With an adjustable beam, the
versatility of the antenna would be enhanced."

The Cornell group held a design contest with
three private contractors for a conceptual design of
the antenna. "The winning result was a very ele-
gant design, a work of art," Gordon says. "It sus-
pended a vertical boom over the dish. The boom
was attached to a tracking device that would move
the boom in both a circular fashion (a zenith angle)
and in an in-and-out manner (elevation angle) al-
ways remaining on a radius of the spherical reflec-
tor. Consequently, we could then both send to and
receive from many different points in space.

"The ionospheric observatory opened in No-
vember 1963, at a cost of nine million dollars. It's
been in use ever since—every day of the year,
every hour of the day"

A
lthough he still maintains faculty re-
search projects, Gordon's career since
Arecibo opened has been filled with
awards and administrative duties. His

latest award is the National Academy of Science's
prestigious Arctowski Medal presented along with a
$15,000 prize at the Academy's 121st Annual Meeting
in Washington, D.C., Apr. 30. Only the seventh per-
son to receive this award since its creation in 1969,
Gordon was selected because of his "pioneering de-
velopment of theory and instrumentation for radar
backscatter studies, which opened a broad field of
research in the high altitude ionosphere."

The year he came to Rice, 1966, he was
awarded the Bal van der Pal Gold Medal by the In-
ternational Scientific Radio Union. In 1968 he was
elected to the National Academy of Sciences and in
1975 to the National Academy of Engineering. He
was a Guggenheim Fellow in 1972.

He has served as a trustee for Cornell Univer-
sity for the Washington-based Universities Research
Association and for the University Consortium for
Atmospheric Research; he is a fellow of the Ameri-
can Geophysical Union and the Institute of Electri-
cal and Electronic Engineers (IEEE). In 1981 the
International Union of Radio Science elected him to
a three-year term as president, and this year the
IEEE will award him a Centennial Medal.

Since 1980 he has served as provost and vice
president for academic affairs at Rice, with the re-
sponsibilities presently including the chairmanship
of the 1984-85 Self Study Steering Committee whose
report will be an integral part of the accreditation
procedure of the Southern Association of Colleges
and Schools when it visits Rice in the upcoming ac-
ademic year. Gordon has enjoyed his administra-
tive work at Rice University because it is, as he
says, "part-time," allowing him to continue re-
search, teaching, and work with graduate students.
He feels the Rice system is conducive to learning.

"Rice has a small student body of outstanding
qualifications, a low faculty student ratio, the resi-
dential college system, and an honor system that
works all contribute to an atmosphere for learning
at Rice that is almost unique," Gordon says.

Some men might be content to bask in the light
of their past deeds. Gordon still applies for grants
and pursues his work in radio engineering. "I go to
Arecibo several times a year to do experiments. I
have to ask permission from the director, just like ev-
eryone else," he laughs. lj
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FROM LIBERAL ARTS TO LIVELIHOOD
Students in the Humanities Sometimes Find it Hard to Land a Job,

but Rice Has Originated a Program to Help Bridge that Gap

BY ROBERT MOLDER

I
s there life after Rice? This is not a question
Rice graduates in engineering or the sciences
are likely to ask themselves. Their academic

studies imply a career choice, which even in this
troubled economy they pursue successfully after
graduation.

But the question is of vital importance to the stu-
dent majoring in English, philosophy, or any of the
other liberal arts. Consider Ellen Horr, graduated
from Rice in 1973 with a degree in history and
French. Lacking "job skills," she was unable to start
even at the bottom of the ladder. "I wasn't even
qualified to be a secretary," she says, so she went to
a secretarial school and learned typing, filing, light
bookkeeping. She had lots of secretarial offers when
she completed the course, but chose one with a
company and a department where she hoped to
advance—in personnel at Texas Eastern Corp. It
took her three and a half years to move from a sec-
retarial position to a professional one in public rela-
tions.

Ellen is now manager of publications at Texas
Eastern. Her story is not atypical of the Rice gradu-
ate with a degree in the humanities. The tradition is
that such students continue their education in grad-
uate or professional schools and then go into law or
teaching. But the fact is that most liberal arts gradu-
ates of Rice or any other university do not follow this
career path; instead, they enter the job market im-
mediately upon graduation only to find that they
are competing with other graduates who do have
the "ticket," a BBA in finance, management, mar-
keting, or banking. Without the ticket, the humani-
ties graduate is often forced to resort to extreme
measures, as Ellen did, starting below the bottom
rung of the corporate ladder and struggling just to
reach it.

The irony is that the skills and talents of bright,
capable liberal arts graduates like Ellen are wasted
for three years. But business leaders are increas-
ingly impressed with these students. Roger B.

Smith, chairman of General Motors, was quoted in
Business Week as saying, "Only leaders with many
and varied talents can hope to be successful.., and
this is why the liberal arts in industry are assuming
so much importance." In other words, the top corpo-
rate executives want to welcome liberal arts stu-
dents but the gatekeepers, the personnel
managers, slam the door in their faces because
they lack a proper "business" degree.

F
our years ago, Rice President Norman
Hackerman faced this dilemma squarely.
He approached the Andrew W. Mellon

Foundation with a proposal to set up a, program
at Rice through which humanities students could
receive "basic training" in the academic funda-
mentals of business while also working as interns
at various Houston business firms to gain practi-
cal experience. The program was called Joint
Venture-Business and the Humanities. The Mel-
lon Foundation provided the start-up money that
carried the program through its first 18 months,
and humanities dean Allen Matusow has contin-
ued it with money from his school's budget. "We
have always known that Rice humanities stu-
dents can succeed in the business world. What
they lack is the key to that first door: the door to
an entry level position with a career ahead of it.
By equipping the 'students with a basic under-
standing of business concepts and giving them
some experience, the Joint Venture program pro-
vides that key," Matusow says.

The only criteria for admission into the program
are junior/senior status and a major in the humani-
ties. (At Rice that includes English, philosophy, his-
tory, religious studies, foreign languages, and art.)
Every student who applies is interviewed in the fall
semester to determine his or her interests and past
work experience. Occasionally, a student will de-
cide after the interview that the program is not for
him or her. There is no pressure on humanities stu-

dents to participate; if, for example, a history major
feels that she wants to teach, or go to law school, or
join the Marines, she would in no way be discour-
aged from following any of those courses. The Joint
Venture program is an option, an alternative for stu-
dents who have no certain career plans or for those
who merely want to learn something about busi-
ness as preparation for some other career.

The program formally begins in the spring
when students begin their internships following Hu-
manities 301, Introduction to Business, a three-hour
course taken in the fall. Although the school of hu-
manities attempts to find as many internships as
there are applicants, there is never an exact match.
The first year of the program, 1982, there were more
jobs available than there were participants. With
the decline in Houston's economy, the situation re-
versed itself so that a few qualified students were
not placed in the past two years. It now seems to
have come almost full circle, however, as the num-
ber of internships picked up somewhat this year
over last.

I
n three years some 82 students have been
placed in internships in a variety of Houston
businesses. Participating firms have included

Republic-Bank, Manufacturers Hanover Banking
Corp., Rives Smith Baldwin & Carlberg (a public
relations firm), First City Bank, Methodist Hospi-
tal, M.D. Anderson Hospital, Joe A. McDermott,
Inc. (real estate development), Texas Eastern
Corp., and more than 20 others.

With each of these firms, the purpose is to place
a student in a situation where he or she can learn
how that company operates or how a particular di-
vision of the company fits into the entire scheme of
corporate operations. But it is equally important thcit
the students be able to contribute to that operation
in a meaningful way. Virtually all of the internships
are paid positions, but the remuneration is inciden-
tal to the value of the internship. It is far more im-
portant that the student gain some insight into the
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day-today functioning of a business firm by actu-
ally Participating in those functions.

Of course the end purpose of the Joint Venture
Pr. agrarri is to provide the student with the opportu-

1tY ta embark on a business career upon gradua-
Lion. Only a few of the internships have resulted in
the student's being offered a full-time position with
tlie firm. But a number of students have made wise
e of the experience to secure a job. Trudy Heim-

Plgner, a 1982 graduate with a degree in English,
interned with Manufacturers Hanover. Through
Contacts she made there, she was able to interview
with Chase Manhattan, which offered her a position
in its New York office. She began work there last
rear. Dagmur Aalund interned with M.D. Anderson
efdre graduating in 1983 with a degree in English.
while there, she learned of a full-time position in
drriother department editing medical manuscripts
,I13! Publication. She applied for that job and was
mred. She has since left to become an editor with
the Houston Chronicle.

_ Probably more typical is the experience of Ta-

ri Tcholakian, a 1982 graduate who majored in
c,usstan. "I applied for the Joint Venture program be-
'Ilse I had no idea what I was going to do after

rduation," Tania says. "I knew nothing about
,...lasiness and didn't have the confidence to inter-

With any firms conducting interviews on cam-

tills. But after interning in the marketing division of
:Public Bank, I really felt I could fit into a business
terIvironment and contribute something." Tania in-
, rviewed with Combustion Engineering for a com-

er training position even though she knew ,
z_rtlicillY nothing about computers. "They didn t

to care about my lack of computer experience.
CleY just wanted people who they thought could
themand communicate well with others. I guess
e? felt I was such a person." Tania was hired by

cmd is currently working for the firm in Connecti-

Combustion Engineering is not the only firm to
heed Roger Smith's call for liberal arts students in
business by hiring Joint Venture graduates. In the
past three years, Arthur Andersen, one of the "Big
Eight" accounting firms, has hired more Rice gradu-
ates than any other firm recruiting on campus. Ed
Wahtera, a partner with AA who oversees their re-
cruiting efforts at Rice, says, "We originally came to
Rice to recruit accounting graduates from the Jones
School for our tax and audit divisions. But we are
finding that the Rice undergraduates are so good
that we have hired far more of them for our man-
agement information services division. Among the
best are the Joint Venture people like Marjorie
Foelker '82, Alcina de Figueiredo '84, and Jay Grob
'84."

L
ike any other innovative program, Joint Ven-
ture has not been entirely free of problems.
Some of them are of the type that can never

be adequately handled. One oilfield service com-
pany took two interns to work in its human re-
sources area. The students were quite happy
with the tasks they were given until the day they
went to work only to find that virtually everyone
in that division had been fired or relocated due to
belt-tightening measures. Even their boss had
been terminated. Since their pay had already
been guaranteed through the end of the semes-
ter, they stayed on and continued to work even
though the purpose behind their projects had
ceased to exist. One of those students, Paul Todd
'82 said, "I felt like Ishmael, alone in the sea,
clinging to Queequeg's coffin after everyone else
has died. It was a very depressing atmosphere."

Only rarely does a student not work out with
the company; more often, the company fails to pro-
vide a truly worthwhile learning experience for the
intern. This is normally the result of standard corpo-
rate bureaucracy. A vice president, for example,
will enthusiastically endorse the program's concept
and agree that his company will take three interns.
He then places someone else in charge of the stu-
dents who in turn farms them out to various divi-
sions where those who actually supervise the
student have no understanding of and no real inter-
est in the program. The semester is so short that by
the time either the student or the firm is willing to
admit the internship is not really working, it is too
late to place the student elsewhere. The only solu-
tion to this problem is to try to insure that the com-
pany representative who coordinates the program
understands what is happening sufficiently so that
the experience will not be repeated. A few compan-
ies have simply been dropped from the program.

A further disappointment is the lack of partici-
pation by firms who already have a large contin-
gent of Rice alumni among their employees. If Joint
Venture could place just one student with every
Houston company that has a Rice alum as an officer
or director, every humanities major in the university
could have an internship. Moreover, where a Rice
alum is in charge of the internship, like Ellen Horr at
Texas Eastern, Ronnie Hatfield at Joe A. McDermott,

or Helen Vollmer of Helen Vollmer Public Relations,
the student invariably has a more fruitful experi-
ence because of the concern shown by these peo-
ple.

T
hese problems notwithstanding, as the pro-
gram enters its fourth year, the outlook for
the liberal arts student at Rice shines even

brighter. When the program began in 1981, over
150 companies a year came on the campus to
conduct job interviews, but only four of those
companies were willing to interview liberal arts
students, and two of those "companies" were the
CIA and the Peace Corps. Three years later, the
Corps and The Company still come to Rice but
they were joined this year by 16 business firms in-
cluding Xerox, Salomon Brothers, Proctor and
Gamble, and IBM. This fourfold increase is, of
course, due more to the good efforts of Rice's
Placement Office than to the Joint Venture pro-
gram, but it demonstrates a renewed interest
among corporate recruiters in the talents that the
liberally-educated student can bring to the busi-
ness world. Hank Folk, manager of Manufactur-
ers Hanover's Houston branch, put it succinctly.
"In international banking, we need people who
have had some exposure to what's happening in
the world, people who know about and are inter-
ested in social movements, politics, economics,
and history. All other things being equal, I would
always hire a liberal arts major before I would a
finance major or marketing major. We will teach
them what they need to know about banking, but
they must already have the ability to understand
world affairs. And knowing a foreign language
doesn't hurt either."

But the original problem remains: how does the
humanities major demonstrate an interest in and an
aptitude for the business world? At Rice, the Joint
Venture program provides the student the opportu-
nity to explore that interest and develop that apti-
tude while continuing his liberal arts studies. J
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Trevor Baxter

Again this year,
five actors from the
Royal Shakespeare
Company will be
on campus to help

bring new life
to old words.

Shakespeare
in the Spring
BY BILL THOMPSON AND JEANNE COOPER

F
, ollowing their enormous success last
February, five actors associated with the
Royal Shakespearean Company will re-
turn to Rice next spring as Actors in Resi-

dence, while one will join the faculty as a visiting
professor. _

Sponsored by the Alliance for Creative The-
atre, Education and Research (ACTER), actors Trevor
Baxter, Domini Blythe, Patrick Godfrey, David Gwil-
lim and Louise Jameson formed the group which
visited classes, held workshops, attended campus
theater rehearsals and staged three performances
last semester to enthusiastic student and faculty re-
sponse. Baxter will teach two classes, advanced
acting and Shakespeare in production, next spring
as a Mellon Professor, with a new group from AC-
TER conducting various thespian activities Febru-
ary 4-9. Baxter has also been invited to direct a
show on campus, possible for the Players or for
Baker College's Shakespeare Festival. Based on the
impression the Britons made last semester, any con-
tribution they make will be rewarding to the Rice
community.

"More than any other event in which we've
brought in outside visitors, this was a program from
which the students clearly had immense benefits,"
commented Alan Grob, chairman of the English de-
partment. Added colleague Dennis Huston, "Every-
body who had any contact with them was charmed
and spellbound....They made Shakespeare come
alive, literally, for the Rice community. It was the
most exciting thing I've seen here in my 15 years."

The group gave two performances of Shakes-
peare's Twelfth Night, splitting the thirteen-odd
roles among the five members, which a local critic
called "a great show of theatrical virtuosity as well
as an effective reading of a classic play." In addi-
tion, the actors presented Pinter This Evening, a col-
lection of criticism about and scenes from works by
Harold Pinter. .

When the stagelights were off, however, the ac-
tors continued to display their craft in both formal
and informal settings. Several visited drama profes-
sor Sandy Havens' acting classes, while actress Bly-
the even attended three rehearsals of Havens'
production of Good, then in its last days of prepara-
tion. Havens observed, "She (Blythe) was of great
help to us in clarifying our concept of the play,
which was based on the Royal Shakespeare Com-
pany's staging of it. The play hadn't been written
the way they did it, and theirs was a very creative
approach, so some of its justification was unclear."
Having worked with author C.P. Taylor in its origi-
nal production, Blythe was well-qualified to explain
the show. According to Havens, Blythe offered pos-
sibilities for character interpretation too, which Ha-
vens noted could have hampered the cast but
fortunately did not. "It was a risky thing in having
her offer comments that late (three days before
opening), but the cast benefited: she was tactful and
gracious, and we had a solid cast, so a wonderful
thing happened, and it worked beautifully."

Members of the group also addressed Huston's
Shakespeare class and the cast of Baker's Measure
for Measure, also in rehearsal then. Commented
Huston, "The class was particularly spellbound to
see these real and genuine actors... they were talk-

ing about a lot of things we had talked about, but
now they were people with experience talking."

Huston stated that his class was-"particularly
awed" by a presentation by Gwillim on Henry V.
Gwillim had played the character in the BBC pro-
ductions of Henry IV, 1 and 2 and Henry V. Gwillim
excerpted several of the characters' soliloquies for
the class, and told how he had learned to under-
stand the character through them. Then he chose
one and read it four times, according to Huston:
once for rhythm, then with rhythm for a sense of ba-
sic content, then including a sense of the character
in the situation, and finally combining the first three
styles with a feeling for the dramatic character. "He
kept adding new dimensions," said Huston, "each
time overlaying complexity." He concluded, "It was
one of the most impressive things I've even seen
done." With Jameson and Baxter, Gwillim later
spoke to the class on the group's production of
Twelfth Night, and its problems in group and indi-
vidual acting. Huston had his students evaluate the
actors' contribution to the class, summarizing their
comments as "ecstatic." Noted Huston, "Shakes-
peare is a great dramatist who wrote for actors. It's
one thing for an English teacher to tell students that,
and it's another for great Shakespearean actors to
do it for them."

Huston also admired the diplomacy displayed
by the actors Gwillim and Baxter, who critiqued
portions of Measure for Measure. The two only of-
fered suggestions, from blocking a scene to discus-
sing its tone, some of which were used by directors
Bob Ives and Katie Sammons, and some of which
were not. The actors also held five structured work-
shops for interested students, while Baxter and Ja-
meson each gave a reading during the week, all in
the colleges. The dramatists further "interacted"
with students by eating in the commons and spend-
ing time in Willy's Pub. Baxter commented to stu-
dent Ray Isle, a cast member of Good, that he was
impressed with Rice students' openness. Said Isle,
"We lack, it seems, a sense of 'Uh-oh—important
people don't say anything' that is common at other
schools."

Excitement had not died down by the time Ju-
lian Curry, an Actor in Residence in 1982, arrived in
March. Curry, who had played the lead role of
Angelo in Measure for Measure in two different
Royal Shakespeare Company productions, spoke to
Huston's class on the play and also worked with the
Baker cast. Besides holding workshops, Curry gave
a free performance of Samuel Beckett's one-act,
one-character play, Krapp's Last Tape. Before he
left, Curry caught a performance of Wiess Tabletop
Theatre's Hello Hamlet, written by Houston City
Councilman and faculty member George Greanias
'70 as an undergraduate. Apparently the Shake-
spearean spoof pleased Curry, who commented
during intermission that it was "jolly good fun."

Meanwhile, the university can look forward to
another "jolly good show" from the transatlantic ac-
tors. "There's a lot of excitement about this on cam-
pus," said Huston, "and a lot of people have
contributed to have them return." Havens agreed
that "student and faculty interest on campus is very
high." He concluded, "It's a very healthful situation
for Rice student theater."
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Rice — Med Center Cooperation Grows

Blood Cells to Ethics To Eye Surgery
BY STEVE BRYNES

I n the last two years engineers and scien-
tists have devised a new method to ob-
serve and photograph white blood cells
and platelets interacting with the cells

lining the arterial walls or with artificially
created biomaterials.

Whole blood or derivatives is forced
through small tubes or between parallel
Plates at specified rates of steady or pulsat-
ing flow. The process is watched and, if
desired, recorded on videotape through
ePi-fluorescence microscopy, a technique
that requires only a low level of ultraviolet
light, minimizing the effect on cells.

The method was developed by Rice
engineers at the Bioengineering Research
Institute, along with adjunct faculty from
the Texas Medical Center. And it is but
one of several areas in which Rice and the
Medical Center are working together. Oth-
ers include eye surgery, medical ethics
and interlibrary loans.
. "Cell-surface interaction in blood flow
is a complex set of phenomena that is not
well understood," says Larry McIntire, di-
rector of the institute and chairman of
chemical engineering. "We need to know
more about it if we are to solve the follow-
ing problems:

"The first relates to the various circula-
tory diseases caused by thrombi, or clots,
blocking normal blood flow. The most
Prominent is atherosclerosis in which ar-
teries are progressively blocked by a
Plaque formed from platelets, smooth mus-
cle cells, and white blood cells.

"Second, there is the question of why
some cancer cells, after spreading into the
bloodstream, adhere to vessel linings in
Specific organs. Now we can watch this in-
teraction process, using fluorescent la-
beled tumor cells and model vessels lined
With the same cells that line the walls of
the circulatory system.

"Third, we plan to study the effect of
flow on the form, structure, and metabo-
lism of cells that line vessels. Most re-
search up to this point has been done
under quiescent conditions, but the cells
lining blood vessels live and grow in an
environment dominated by flowing blood.
. "Finally," says McIntire, "we plan to
investigate the interaction of human blood
With various new biomaterials created in
our laboratory or elsewhere. The main im-
Pediment to long term use of artificial or-
gans which contact blood is still the
formation of platelet clots on these surfaces
and activation of clotting factors."

Also involved in the project are: J.D.
Hellums, dean of the school of engineer-
ing; Hardy Bourland, director of Rice Engi-
neering Design and Development Institute;
and John W. Clark, Jr., electrical engineer-
ing.

Control of Eye Scarring
Another ongoing area of Rice-Texas Medi-
cal Center cooperation involves control of
scarring after eye surgery. C.D. Arme-
Modes of chemical engineering has been
collaborating in this work with Louise C.
Moorhead, a U.T. ophthalmologist.

"Scarring is very frequently a problem
after surgery for glaucoma, a disease due
to excessive pressure in the aqueous hu-
Mar, the watery liquid between the cornea

BEFORE AND AFTER: Cells lining blood vessels in the human umbilical cord. At top,

cells raised in a motionless culture and, at bottom, the same cells after exposure

to arterial blood flow for 24 hours.

and the lens," says Armeniades. "Roughly
40 percent of patients don't respond to
drugs to reduce this pressure.

"So the ophthalmic surgeon may
punch an opening of about 1 millimeter
across into the sclera (white) of the eye and
cover it with a small flap of conjunctiva
(eyelid tissue) to form a kind of relief valve
technically known as a 'filtration bleb.'
These blebs generally function well after
surgery, but almost half the time they be-
come blocked by scar tissue a few weeks
or months later.

"Scar tissue is made up of collagen, a
fibrous protein, produced by specialized
cells called fibroblasts. As soon as a
wound is made anywhere in the body
these cells congregate on the wound site
and proceed to repair it by producing col-
lagen strands, which become cross-linked
(chemically stabilized) by the action of an
enzyme called lysyl oxidase. It is this cross-
linking process that creates scar tissue. By
treating the eye with special drugs; we
can prevent cross-linking of the collagen
and keep the bleb open. After 4 to 6 weeks
the fibroblasts generally move away and
the treatment can be stopped. Dr.
Moorhead is already using this treatment
in pilot studies with 12 patients with very

encouraging results."
In addition to glaucoma surgery these

studies are also of importance in radial
keratotomy, a controversial operation to
correct nearsightedness in which grooves
are cut into the cornea like spokes in a
wheel. The pressure of the aqueous humor
then causes the cornea to flatten out, with
the reduced curvature correcting the prob-
lem.

"The long-term results of this proce-
dure are not yet known," Armeniades
says, "and I'm not necessarily recom-
mending it. Thus far it's been shown that
here, too, scar tissue restores to the cornea
some of its former curvature, negating
some of the flattening effect. Surgeons
deal with this by overcorrecting, making
the grooves deeper, sometimes up to 90 -
percent of cornea thickness, in hopes of
eventually reaching a correct curvature.
By regulating scar tissue formation, we
could eliminate the need for surgical over-
correction, thereby making the procedure
easier and less dangerous and reducing
some of the undesirable side effects."

A third area, where control of eye tis-
sue healing may be important, is the dia-
betic retinopathy. This involves the growth
of collagen strands or membranes inside

the vitreous, the main chamber of the eye
behind the lens. It often afflicts persons
with a long history of severe diabetes. Cur-
rently the only remedy is a very delicate
surgical procedure-vitrectomy-in which
the surgeon removes these collagen
strands. Otherwise the strands may con-
tinue to grow and pull on the retina, some-
times causing blindness. The use of drugs
which block the formation or cross-linking
of new collagen inside the eye may pro-
vide a means for curing diabetic retino-
pathy without surgery.

Armeniades and Moorhead have re-
cently received a research grant from the
National Eye Institute to study the effects of
several drugs on the growth of these colla-
gen strands in the vitreous.

Several students are participating in
this research. Anne Shehab, graduate stu-
dent in chemical engineering, is measur-
ing the viscosity of the vitreous and the
strength of its collagen strands, using the
Vitreous Microtensiometer, a special in-
strument developed by Armeniades for
this work. Richard Miller, graduate student
in materials science, is measuring the time
it requires for different drugs to enter the
eye and remain effective once inside. A re-
cent alumnus (David Price, E.E. class of
'83) and an undergraduate student (Tom
Cassidy, E.E. class of '85) are helping con-
struct the prototype of a surgical instru-
ment, which measures and controls
pressure in the eye during surgery.

A Matter of Ethics
The Center for Ethics, Medicine, and Pub-
lic Issues was formed two years ago as an
interdisciplinary joint project of Rice, Bay-
lor College of Medicine, and the Institute of
Religion of the Texas Medical Center.

The center brought two visiting lectur-
ers to Rice in 1984-85: George Annas, Bos-
ton University, speaking on "The Right to
Die: Life, Liberty, and the Pursuit of Death"
and Karen Lebacqz, Pacific School of Reli-
gion, on "The Virtuous Patient."

The center also brings courses in
health care ethics to the Philosophy De-
partment at Rice, and University faculty
members participate with other local fac-
ulty members in a monthly research semi-
nar.

The UT School of Medicine and the
Department of Religion at Rice jointly
sponsor a graduate program in theology,
medical ethics, and medical policy. Fac-
ulty members at the University are orga-
nizing a workshop to be held on campus
next year on "Images of Disease in the 19th
and 20th Century."

Sharing Books Is Up
Cooperation also increased on another
level—interlibrary loans between Rice and
the Jesse H. Jones Library of the UT Medi-
cal Center. The number of borrowers with
HARLC (Houston Area Research Libraries
Consortium) cards, principally faculty and
graduate students, increased from 26 in
the 1982-83 school year to 74 for the year
just completed. The number of items
checked out was 731, according to Janet
Sue Pollens of the Fondren Library. No re-
cord exists on how many UT borrowers
checked items out of the Fondren Library. GI
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MYTH
MATH
Unbeknownst to her, Queen
Dido was the first to use
mathematical optimization
in a shrewd real estate
dealing.

BY STEVE BRYNES

•

" . . They bought the land,
Called Drumskin from the bargain made, a tract
They could enclose with one bull's hide."

The Aeneid, Virgil

A ccording to legend, Queen Dido
founded Carthage in the 9th Century
B.C. when she bought the largest
area of land (along a straight sea-

coast) that could be surrounded by the hide of a
bull. From the hide she made a rope and ar-
ranged it in a half-circle with the ends touching
the sea. Intuition, perhaps reinforced by a little
trial-and-error experimentation, told her that this
half-circle had the largest area for the perimeter
given.

More than 2,600 years went by until Dido's
judgment was mathematically proven correct—with
calculus—when the concept of limit was developed
early in the 19th century. So far as is known, this "
legend is the earliest example of mathematical opti-
mization, a field that did not really get going until
the late 1940s. Because optimization problems usu-
ally require extensive calculation, growth of the dis-
cipline has been encouraged by the development of
the electronic computer. Most mathematicians in in-
dustry today are involved in some aspect of optimi-
zation.

In Dido's problem there are three separate com-
ponents required for an approximate solution: an
algorithm (or problem-solving procedure), an objec-
tive function (the amount of land), and the con-
straints (a straight coastline and the length of the
rope).

"Dido's problem is an example of constrained
nonlinear optimization because these constraints
must be satisfied in the problem-solving proce-
dure," says Richard Tapia, Rice professor of mathe-
matical sciences. "Another frequent type of
optimization is constrained and linear—for exam-
ple, the linear programming that involves produc-
tion or profits."

Yet a third type of optimization is nonlinear and
unconstrained—the subject of a recently published
book, Numerical Methods for Unconstrained Opti-
mization and Nonlinear Equations, by John E. Den-
nis, Jr., of Rice's mathematical sciences department
and Robert B. Schnabel of computer science at the
University of Colorado at Boulder.

An interesting example of an algorithm that is
used for solving poorly structured problems of the
third type is called the Nelder-Mead, under study by
Dennis and Rice graduate student Dan Woods. A
typical application would be finding the maximum
depth of a lake with a minimum number of sound-
ings.

In finding an approximate solution to this prob-
lem, a computer program based on this algorithm
works through four steps: reflection, expansion,
contraction, and shrinkage. In the accompanying il-
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Nelder-Mead algorithm:

B - vertex
W — worst vertex
R — reflected vertex

E = expanded vertex,
C = contracted vertex
S = shrunken vertexes

lustration, soundings are taken at BWO. If W is the
shallowest depth, the triangle is "flipped over" to a
new vertex at R. If R turns out to be the deepest
sounding thus far, then an expansion is tested at E.

But if E is shallow, the program tests for con-
traction, by moving to C to form a new triangle or to
points S and S to form BSS, the shrinkage step.

Work with the Nelder-Mead and other optimiza-
tion algorithms is funded by the National Science
Foundation, the Department of Energy, Army Re-
search Office, and NAM. Part of the NSF Computer
Experimentation Research grant proposal calls for
the construction of a "Numerical Analyst's Work-
bench," defined as a "reactive software environ-
ment" to help solve vcrrious problems in the
mathematical sciences. Woods has programmed
the algorithm on a Sun Microsystems computer so
that it can be utilized with a 'mouse,' similar to that
found on the Apple Macintosh. "As more software
for the Macintosh becomes available," Woods
says, "the algorithm will probably be programmed
on it as well. The innovation is that the user can use
the mouse to indicate flaws in the fit of data and im-
prove his solutions without specific optimality crite-
ria."

Examples such as these demonstrate the close
relationship between the mathematical sciences
and computer science. Computer science received
departmental status (under the chairmanship of
Ken Kennedy) in April, and both departments are
now located within the school of engineering, al-
though they will continue to grant the Bachelor of
Arts degree.

"Organizationally speaking, this is probably
the way it should be," Tapia says. "All the engineer-
ing disciplines require optimization to some degree.
We are not talking about a neat little package of
techniques held together by a central theory. Opti-
mization techniques might better be compared to a
carpenter's toolchest or a doctor's black bag. Partic-
ular tools work remarkably well for specific types of
problems, but there is no one tool that is effective on
all. Thus, it is quite common for a specialist in a par-
ticular branch of the subject to be outside a mathe-
matics or mathematical sciences department; he
may be in an engineering department, a business
school, or in the humanities.

"Angelo Miele, for example, is a member of
both [Rice's] mechanical engineering and materials
science departments and also mathematical sci-
ences. His field, control theory, is a specialized form
of optimization, i.e. optimizing the performance of
structures such as airplanes in terms of useful 'feed-
back.' Richard Young of economics [at Rice] special-
izes in integer programming, i.e., the solution
variables must be whole numbers. Jim Thompson of
mathematical sciences [at Rice] works on con-
strained optimization problems with cancer special-
ists at M.D. Anderson [biological laboratories]. All
of us have one foot in theory and the other in some
real world problem."

With such a diversified range of expertise, it
might be reasonable to ask where Rice ranks
among other institutions in terms of the overall qual-
ity of its program and faculty. Tapia says, "There is
no doubt that Rice is one of the top schools in the
world in mathematical optimization.

"We don't have specialists in all areas of optimi-
zation, e.g. stochastic optimization. But for students
who want to apply mathematics to the real world
and perhaps supplement this with engineering dis-
ciplines on the one hand or computer science on the
other, Rice truly optimizes among the very best." r.)
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CAMPUS

Awards For Teaching
Nine Rice faculty members, two of them
'alumni, have won awards for their
achievements as teachers this year. Seven
of the honorees won George R. Brown
Awards, funds for which were made avail-
able by the Brown Foundation. Selectionsfor the Brown Awards were made by qual-
ified alumni who received their bachelor's
degrees between 1979 and 1982. The
alumni were asked to vote for the three
Rice faculty members whom they remem-
ber over the perspective of two to five
Years as particularly outstanding or effec-
tive teachers.

Alan J. Chapman, the Harry S. Ca-
meron Professor of Mechanical Engineer-
g, won the $6,000 George R. Brown Prize

tar Excellence in Teaching. Chapman
graduated from Rice in 1945.

Six additional George R. Brown
''kwards for Superior Teaching at $1,500
each went to:

Katherine Brown
t Katherine T.  Brown of art and art his-

a 1938 Rice graduate.
ht. F. Barry Dunning of physics and space
'Ysics and astronomy.

Stephen L. Kleinberg of sociology.
Jeffrey G. Kurtzman of music.
William Martin of sociology.

f,t Stephen A. Zeff, Hubert S. Autrey Pro-
-SSC'''. of Accounting.

The Nicholas Salgo Distinguished
Clcher Award, which carries a prize of

500, went to J. Dennis Huston of English.

Robert B. Jones, Jr.

Phi ,1ic)bert B. Jones, Jr. of English won the
tet rta Kappa Award for outstanding

ening by an assistant professor.

YPort Award Bestowed
ilew Sallyport Award recognizes a stu-
ti t'l who has made significant contribu-
ct at,114t° community life at Rice. Jon Smith,

rlior at Wiess College, is the first recipi-
thi4°1 the award, which was designated
s4re'ar by the Student Alumni Liaison

Qrnmittee on student awards.
che addition to his double major in

has been a coordinator of the student ad-
missions committee, where his work in-
cluded planning "Owl Day" and serving
on student-faculty panel discussions on
Parent's Day. He has also served as a
freshman advisor for three years.

As a sophomore Jon was a walk-on
member of the Rice baseball team; his jun-
ior year was spent at St. Andrew's Univer-
sity in Scotland as the recipient of the C.D.
Broad Scholarship. In his final year at
Rice, Jon served on the self-study commit-
tee on athletics.

1NATURAL SCIENCES

Space Physics Lecturers
Louis D. Friedman, executive secretary of
the Planetary Society, and Tom Ackerman,
an astrophysicist at the NASA Ames Re-
search Center, were among the major
speakers visiting space physics in April.
Friedman spoke on "the potential for solar
sailing in the exploration of the solar sys-
tem," describing a technique whereby
large expanses of reflective film are con-
structed into "sails" that can be propelled
by light pressure from the sun. Ackerman
discussed his recent Science article on the
global consequences of multiple nuclear
explosions— "the nuclear winter."

Albert Bally

Geologists in Alaska
Geology department chairman Albert
Bally and faculty members H.G. Ave Lalle-
mant and J.S. Oldow are heading a coop-
erative project with the U.S. Geological
Survey, the Alaska Division of Geological
and Geophysical Surveys, and the Univer-
sity of Alaska aimed at learning more of
the Alaskan crust and upper mantle in the
Brooks range. The project is called the
Trans-Alaska Lithosphere Investigation
(TALI) and will involve seven Rice gradu-
ate students, including five who will do
field work in Alaska. TALI is funded by the
U.S. Department of Energy and several oil
companies.

ARCHITECTURE

New Chair Awarded
The Craig Francis Cullinan Chair, estab-
lished at Rice by the Nina J. Cullinan Es-
tate with an endowment of $1 million,
has been awarded to the school of archi-
tecture to create a special chair of architec-
ture and art history. A stipulation in the
Cullinan will requires that "the Chair shall
be in Fine Arts (other than Music), Archi-
tecture, Urban Planning or fields closely
related to Urban Planning and man's envi-
ronment."

The new chair is expected to take vari-
ous forms—lecture series, seminars, and

Rice MOB Director Kenneth Dye, standing in center, is flanked by trun pet players
Kevin B. Long and George L. Hampton, with saxaphone player Ray J. Gomez
kneeling in the foreground. The four will perform at the 1984 Olympics in Los
Angeles this summer.

other forms of teaching—but is intended to
be a bridge between architecture and the
fine arts. It will be held by a visiting
scholar or scholars not yet chosen. Ander-
son Todd, professor of architecture, is
chairman of the selection committee seek-
ing a person or persons appropriate to the
chair.

RDA Publication Available
Cite,The Architecture and Design Review
of Houston, has successfully completed its
second year of publication. Published by 
theRice Design Alliance, Cite's spring-
summer issue focusses on "The Skyscraper
in Houston: The Impact of Tall Buildings."

Publication of the review is supported
in part by grants from the Texas Commis-
sion on the Arts and the National Endow-
ment for the Arts. Cite welcomes
unsolicited manuscripts. The review is
published four times a year and is availa-
ble at $8 per year from Rice Design Alli-
ance, PO. Box 1892, Houston, Texas 77251.

Planning Zoo Expansion
Eleven of Professor Spencer Parson's third
year graduate students are drawing up
plans for a proposed education center at
the Houston Zoo. The April/May Zoological
Society of Houston's HOU-ZOO tells the
story and includes the architectural plans
of Rice students William Crawford, Gre-
gory Belt, and Heide Morrow.

ENGINEERING

Cincinnati Honors Jump
Professor Robert J. Jump of electrical engi-
neering is one of 12 recipients of the Uni-

versity of Cincinnati's College of
Engineering Distinguished Alumni
Awards. Jump received his bachelor's de-
gree at Cincinnati in 1960 and his master's
in 1962. He worked in industry before earn-
ing his doctorate in 1968 from the Univer-
sity of Michigan and joining the Rice
faculty. He has published widely and is
currently holder of a two-year $119,997
grant from the National Science Founda-
tion for work on "Interconnection Schemes
for High Performance Modular Computing
Systems."

SHEPHERD SCHOOL

Swedish Musicians to Visit
The Shepherd School will host Kroumata,
a percussion ensemble from Sweden in
November and December of this year. The
six Swedish musicians, who perform on a
variety of percussion instruments includ-
ing drums and vibraharps, will perform
and teach master classes while in resi-
dence at Rice. Also visiting from Sweden
in the spring semester will be composer
Arne Mellnas, who will visit under a com-
poser exchange while Rice Composer-in-
residence Paul Cooper visits Sweden.

Luca Records Mozart
Professor Sergiu Luca will soon release the
first in a series of Mozart violin sonatas
played on instruments like those used in
Mozart's day. When completed, these re-
cordings will represent the first effort ever
mounted to play Mozart on original instru-
ments. Such instruments as violin and pi-
ano have changed since Mozart's time. For
example, the original violins were smaller
and used gut strings.

"1.11114111ftomommommommonir 
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HUMANITIES

Alan Grob

Grob Teaches NE11 Seminar
English department chairman Alan Grob
is conducting a six-week seminar on
Wordsworth and Keats, June 25-Aug. 3, for
15 high school teachers from throughout
the country. It is part of the National En-
dowment for the Humanities' enrichment
program for secondary school teachers
now in its second year, and is supported
by a $54,672 competitive grant received by
the Rice English department from NEH.

Konstantin Kolenda

The West Point Connection
Philosophy professor Konstantin Kolenda
took the 1983-84 academic year off to teach
at the U.S. Military Academy at West
Point, and in 1984-85 Ira Gruber, chairman
of the Rice history department and a spe-
cialist in military history, will be teaching
the nation's future senior Army officers his
specialty while on a year's leave of ab-
sence. Kolenda received his bachelor's de-
gree from Rice in 1950, earned his
doctorate from Cornell University in 1953,
and has been on the faculty here ever
since.

Indian Language Studied
Rice's fledgling department of linguistics
has awarded a grant to graduate student
Alan Rister to make a pilot study of the
Coushatta Indians' language this summer.
He'll be working at the Alabama-
Coushatta Indian Reservation at nearby
Livingston, TX, trying to pick up on the dif-
ferences in the languages of the Alabama
and Coushatta tribes. They are similar but

distinct in the same way that German and
Dutch are.

Harold Hyman

Hyman to Co-edit Series
Harold Hyman, Hobby Professor of History,
has agreed to co-edit a series of books de-
rived from doctoral dissertations in Ameri-
can legal and constitutional history with
Professor Stuart Bruchey of Columbia Uni-
versity's history department and law
school. Garland Press will publish the se-
ries; an estimated 20 dissertations will ap-
pear in each yearly issue.

Snow at National Gallery
Edward Snow '64, associate professor of
English, has been awarded a senior fel-
lowship at the National Gallery of Art in
Washington to work on a study of Flemish
painter Pieter Bruegel. In addition to his
work and research in the visual arts, Snow
is currently preparing a translation of the
two volumes of Rainer Maria Rilke's New
Poems.

JONES SCHOOL

Competing in Business
Students from the Jones School took first
place at the Mid-South case competition
held at the University of Mississippi March
6-7. Students on the winning team were
May 12 graduates Flint Brenton, Rob Roy-
all, and Jennifer Stepler. They were ac-
companied to Ole Miss by Joseph R.
Buccheri, Director of Admissions and Stu-
dent Affairs at the Jones School. Compet-
ing schools were Florida State, the
University of Houston, Emory University,
Memphis State, Mississippi State, Arkan-
sas State, and the University of Mississippi.
The case involved Federal Express, and
background for the competition included
watching the Federal Express operation in
Memphis until four in the morning the
night before the competition.

Entrepreneurship Winner
Margaret Morrison, a recent recipient of
her Master's in Business and Public Ad-
ministration, will have her paper, "Initial
Public Offerings: When and How Should a
Firm Go Public?" published. It was one of
the top five out of 100 papers presented at
the Third Annual Conference on Entepre-
neurship, April 13-14, at the University of
Texas in Austin.

Search for President Begins
Former Alumni Association Presidents
Catherine Hannah '43 and Gus Schill '55
will join nine other members of the Rice
community on the presidential search
committee. Chaired by trustee Ralph
O'Connor, the committee has already be-
gun the selection process to replace Uni-
versity President Norman Hackerman,
who will retire at the end of the 1984-85 ac-
ademic year.

Hannah and Schill join current stu-
dents Alan Rister, graduate school in lin-
guistics, and Garland Kelley, a senior in
Wiess College, who were chosen by their
respective student associations after exten-
sive interviews. The faculty has selected
G. King Walters '53, dean of the Wiess
School of Natural Sciences, to represent
the group at large, while the schools of en-

gineering and natural sciences chose elec-
trical engineering professor Sidney Burrus
'57 as their representative and the schools
of humanities, social sciences, music, ar-
chitecture and administration elected soci-
ology professor William Martin. All three
positions were decided by popular vote.

Alumni Association President Joe
Reilly originally solicited the alumni mem-
bers of the committee in a latter sent to all
members of the following categories:
alumni trustees emeriti, alumni governor
advisors, and past presidents of the
Alumni Association. Reilly advised that
the position would require a great deal of
time commitment. The executive commit-
tee of the alumni association then re-
viewed the responses, and sent their
recommendations to O'Connor, who se-

SOCIAL SCIENCES

Craig A. Anderson

Crime Rises in Heat
Rising summer temperatures may lead to
an increase in the number of murders and
rapes, according to Rice professor of psy-
chology Craig A. Anderson, who based
his conclusion on a 1980-82 study in Hous-
ton. The Rice psychologist examined pub-
lished reports of aggressive crimes, and
some other crimes such as murder and ar-
son, and correlated these with the maxi-
mum temperature for each day on which
the crimes were committed. Anderson
found that the rate of murder and rape
was about 24 percent higher on hot days
than on cooler days, while the frequency
of robbery and arson appeared unrelated
to temperatures. Anderson's findings were
published recently in the Journal of Per-
sonality and Social Psychology. The
results of his Houston study are similar to
those he obtained in a 1977 temperature-
related study of aggressive crime during
summer months in Chicago.

Joseph Cooper

Cooper to Harvard
Joseph Cooper, dean of social sciences
and Lena Gohlman Fox Professor of Politi-
cal Science, has been named the program
chairman for the 1985 National Political
Science meetings to be held in New Or-
leans, September 1985. He has appointed
24 section chairs from various universities
around the country. The meetings will in-
volve over 200 panels.

Dean Cooper has also requested, and
received, permission to take leave from
Rice for one year, beginning in July 1984,
to serve as a visiting professor of govern-
ment at Harvard University, his alma
mater,

lected the two members. In addition to her
alumni association position, Hannah has
held an alumni governorship (1974-78) and
will complete a five-year tenure as term
member of the Board of Governors on June
30. Schill is a former Rice club chairman
and co-chairman of the alumni association
athletic committee.

Trustees Edward Kelley '54, C.M.
Hudspeth '50 and Josephine Abercrombie
'46 complete the roster of the committee,
which held a retreat for intensive planning
at Abercrombie's property in Kentucky
over the weekend of May 19-20. The com-
mittee will ultimately recommend a small
number of finalists from a large pool of
candidates to the Board of Trustees, who
will make the final decision.

Letters (continued from page 2)

tellect now to fully populate its space—it
doesn't need to crowd the physical space
with more bodies and the additional build-
ings they would require. If no other university
existed, it would be unreasonable to ask Rice
to stay in human scale—but there are many
places where people can go to play football,
study law, study medicine, and so on. Rice
can maintain its unique flavor without de-
priving anyone of a chance for education.
Some of us who went to Rice had the chance
to go to Stanford, Chicago, Princeton, and
other well-known schools. We chose Rice be-
cause of—not in spite of—its unique charac-
ter.

ELIZABETH MOON '68
Florence, TX

Supports South Africa Trip
I should like to join Messrs. Riesenberg and
Chudleigh who wrote in support of the Alumni
Association's proposed tour to South Africa. I
have travelled extensively on business through-
out most of Africa in the past 25 years and havo
been to South Africa 18 times, with stays as
as two and a half months. During this period I
have seen clearly discernible progress in-South
Africa—the abandonment of "petty aparthe:
restrictions and job classifications, the move-
ment toward enfranchisement of all racial
groups, and continued improvement in hecm •
education, social services, housing, and the
general well-being of all ethnic groups. Much
remains to be done, but South Africa, especially
under the present Botha government, is headed
in the right direction.

Regrettably, most of the other African coun-
tries have, during the same period, deteriorated
tragically in respect of political freedom, living
standards, and human rights. They are wracked
by corruption, poverty, disease, political up-
heaval, tribal warfare, and social and economic
chaos. Yet few people are shocked at tribal mas-
sacres in Kenya where 300 people are killed, or
by the killing of a busload of 60 women and chil-
dren by government troops in Mozambique—
nor is it easy to find accounts of these crimes
against humanity in the media. But every dem-
onstration, however motivated, in South Aft:
and every pointless terrorist attack by the AN
is given full and outraged treatment by the
world press.

I was appalled to read Athryn Pulley Re
spess' letter advocating that the U.S. "establ..- _
links" with the African National Congress
(ANC), a Soviet-backed terrorist group (whic-
she tacity admits), but which is now falling II .•
disarray. She also advocates what she calls
vestment" (disinvestment), but this has been
thoroughly repudiated by all black leaders in
South Africa—with the exception of Chief Lu-
thuli, who is not the first Nobel laureate to talk
like a political imbecile!

South Africa supplies jobs for hundreds of
thousands of foreign workers from other coun-
tries in southern Africa. It tries to document and
keep track of these temporary workers by what
the world press chooses to call "the infamous
pass system." Moreover, South Africa's own ra-
cial diversity is far more complex than most out-
siders can imagine. There are nine (9) separate
ethnic groups in South Africa with different cus-
toms, languages, and tribal rivalries—all living,
working, and prospering in the only industrial-
ized country in the southern hemisphere--what
Fortune Magazine has called "the greatest in-
dustrial complex south of Milan." It is also a
country of great beauty, great wealth, tenacity!
industry, social and political awareness and it
is a loyal and valuable ally of the United States 
Weshould remember that only in the last gener-
ation has our country begun to make much-
needed progress in racial equality. We should
give South Africa credit for its continuing efforts
in this direction and time to accomplish what is 6
far more difficult and complex task.

South Africa is well worth visiting. If one
sees a policeman he will very probably be
black. One can meet charming, friendly people
of all races—a Xhosa housekeeper in the hotel
who recites a poem in the delightful Xhosa lan-
guage full of chirps, clicks, and liquid sounds;
an Indian concierge who remembers your narne
and greets you as an old friend on successive
trips; a wealthy colored businessman who sits
next to you on a flight from Johannesburg to
Cape Town; an Afrikaner farmer whose Hugue-
not ancestors came to South Africa in the 17th
century.

And, regardless of what Ms. Respess says,
you can visit Soweto, a modern black townshiP
with the largest hospital on the African conti-
nent!

Go for it!
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Strength Is Key To Grid Success

mSurrounding coach Watson Brown (seated) are the co-captains for the 1984 Rice football team (left to right): Scott
ctoughlin, Tommy Harris, Melvin Robinson and Doug Johnson.

rer.eive?"

estions like "Who will pass?" and "Who
may still be up in the air for

1984 Rice football team, but then
cpin, the pigskin will be too. Head coach
thgtson Brown plans to have the Owls
rrow 40-50 passes per game, of varying
"rIgth and pattern. While the ball's in the
gc4r, Brown wants the team firmly on the
,ound----gaining rather than losing—so

no one asks the Owls "Where's the

Strength coach Keith Irwin has a

brand new weight room and, for the sum-
mer, 35 players to work with to answer that
question before it's asked. Proper condi-
tioning is one of Brown's top priorities now
that spring training is over. The former
Cincinnati coach was reportedly very dis-
appointed with the returning squad's
physical condition. Noted Irwin, "Previ-
ously we had not had the availability of fa-
cilities to do the power training that's
congenial to football. Our new facility (on
the west side of the stadium by the locker

aaseball Team Loses Title Bid
When it comes to post-season tourna-
tt
al
tlents, it's better to win your way in than

Your way in. After placing third in the
e'llthwest Conference tournament, how-

all the Rice baseball team had left to
!,.7t into the national tournament series
f Persuasion, and the NCAA wasn't lis-,%rling.

r. Despite the Owls' all-time high 41-14
Pra and appearance in the nation's top

Tie
rcinkings until after the SWC tourna-

n. t, coach David Hall did not receive an
1-1"tation to one of the eight regional tour-

when the final at-large berths
announced May 21. The NCAA is-
automatic spots to 25 teams and at-
sloots to 11 teams.

Rice had hoped to join conference
.rler Texas and runner-up rival Texas
m in the regional playoffs, the winners

'3-
ich will play in the College World Se--NIB

111 Omaha, June 1-10. Unfortunately,

the team's prospects dimmed when the
Owls dropped two games to the Aggies in
the SWC's double-elimination tournament.
Four errors and some disappointing pitch-
ing by Norm Charlton contributed to
A&M's 6-2 victory over Rice on May 11,
while even an 8-1 stomping of Arkansas
the next day could not stop the team from
losing to the Aggies again, 6-5, on May 13.
The final game, which included a two-run
homer by Mike Fox, went 14 innings before
A&M scored the winning run. The Aggies
lost in the finals 9-5 to the Texas Long -
horns.

Nevertheless, coach Hall and Assist-
ant Sports Information Director Bill Cous-
ins thought the Owls still had a chance for
further competition, and both wrote
memos to NCAA men's championships di-
rector Jerry Miles to that effect. Hall noted
that all SWC teams had a winning record
in 1984, and four had at least 40 wins; Rice

room) is four and a half times the old one
(a 1000-sq. ft. room on the east side of the
tunnel)."

Summer Weight Workouts
Irwin is guiding those Owls in Houston for
the summer via a 4-day split program, in
which the strenuous exercises, which in-
clude power squats and pulls, are divided
into twice a week sessions, with individual
sets adjusted to need. Already the players
are "bigger and stronger than they've ever

had more wins and fewer losses than any
other team in the district except Texas;
and, among other items, both Arkansas
and Houston had received at-large bids in
recent years after finishing second in the
conference with equal or lower records
than Rice's this year. The Owls are tied
with A&M for second in season play.
Cousins added that three pitchers, Tim
Englund, Charlton, and Derek Hoelscher
were named all-SWC, Englund's second
lime in two years. Senior Scott Johnson set
seven new career records and three one-
season marks this spring, and was named
all-SWC for the third straight year.

The Owls had several other things go-
ing for them, namely wins over Texas
A&M and Texas during the season. The
last weekend in April brought a two out of
three games victory in College Station, fol-
lowing a three-game sweep of Texas
Christian and a single win against UT,

been before," says Irwin, but he also guar-
antees that all will meet Brown's standards
in the fall.

Possible candidates for the passing in-
clude sophomore quarterbacks Kerry
Overton and Eddie Burgoyne, whom
Brown calls "two of the most improved
players we have," and junior college
transfer Sean Sterle from California. Enter-
ing freshman Mark Comalander may also
see some game time; Comalander threw
two touchdown passes at the high school
All-Star game in San Antonio this May,
where he represented Churchill High
School.

On the receiving end may be co-
captain Melvin Robinson, who was forced
to drop out of competition six games into
the '83 season due to a knee injury. Sopho-
more running back Marc Scott rushed for
almost 100 yards in the three spring scrim-
mages, but will have to compete with the
leading rusher of.1983, Kevin Trigg, who
was absent from the spring workouts. Co-
captain Scott McLaughlin moves from
guard to tackle for his senior year, which
may bring him all-star honors. Junior
Bobby Nunez should be the starter at cen-
ter with a generally strong offensive line.
Tight end, however, is another open ques-
tion, one which Ted Humphreys, the top
recruit of New Mexico, may answer;
Brown is also considering using three wide
receivers.

Johnson Moves to End
The Owls' new five-man front defense will
be led by co-captain Doug Johnson.
Former quarterback-linebacker Johnson,
who made 72 tackles in just eight games
last season, will start as defensive end.
Tackle Paul Loya was the only other '83
starter in the defensive line to ensure a po-
sition after the spring drills. In the second-
ary, only rover Gary Butler stayed on top
after the spring training. Butler is a fifth-
year senior from Midland. Co-captain
Tommy Harris, who was injured during
most of the '83 season, should hold one
corner.

Other positions will be determined
later, with some of the 25 recruits possibili-
ties for starters on this young team. The
freshmen come from all over the U.S.,
boast academic as well as athletic prow-
ess, with an average SAT score of over
1,000. The season in general should be
novel for the Rice Owls, and hopefully suc-
cessful. Below is the schedule for fall 1984:

Sept. 8—Minnesota, away
Sept. 22—Lamar, home
Sept. 29—Miami (Fla.), away
Oct. 6—Texas, home
Oct. 13—Texas Christian, away
Oct. 20—Texas Tech, home
Nov. 10—Southern Methodist, Homecoming
Nov. 3—Arkansas, away
Nov. 10—Southern Methodist, home
Nov. 17—Baylor, home
Dec. 1—Houston, away (Astrodome) U

ranked second in the nation. The NCAA
selection committee, however, had trouble
just keeping the facts straight; one official
admitted that he had misread his notes,
and so reported that Rice had only a 23-18
Division I record, while in truth the Owls
were 23-13, in addition to playing some of
the top Division II teams in the nation. Hall
corrected the error as soon as possible, but
first impressions, he says, can do a lot of
harm.

In the end, invitations went to Stetson
(45-11), San Diego State (63-21) and, most
galling to Rice, Miami (43-25). Apparently
not even rhetoric laced with statistics could
convince the NCAA of Rice's honor. Hall
and the Rice community will have to be
content with the best season ever for Owl
baseball, and work on replacing players
like Johnson and Englund, who will likely
have the other World Series to shoot for in
their future.
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Sports Roundup
Golfers in Transition
The 1983-84 season was a transition one for
the men's golf team, following the death of
coach John Plumbley last year. James Cas-
taneda, professor of Spanish and former
assistant baseball coach, was named to
the position shortly before the school year
began, and so had no time for recruiting.
Nevertheless, senior golfer Danny Blonien
won the athletic department's outstanding
senior athlete award, and the younger
members of the team performed with
promise. Freshman Brad Lardon had the
team's lowest per-round average going
into the Southwest Conference tournament
at 77.3 strokes, with Blonien only .2 be-
hind. The Owls finished seventh in the
tourney, leaving Blonien's overall aver-
age, including the fall season, at 76.8
strokes.

Men's Netters Looking Ahead

The men's tennis team is looking ahead
rather than behind, after a dismal 4-19
season that included a 0-8 SWC record.
Coach Larry Turville has signed three of
the top high school players in the nation
for next year, which "should at least put us
back into contention with the better teams
in the Southwest Conference." The Owls
have signed Chuck Bratka, the Texas
Class 5-A champion from Alief ElSik; Scott
Melville, the number two-ranked junior
player in Southern California; and An-
drew Taylor, the number two-ranked
player in the Texas 18-and-under division,
from Strake Jesuit.

Wendy Wood

Wood-Rudd Win

The Rice women's tennis team advanced
two netters to the NCAA championships,
with only limited success. Number one
player Wendy Wood won her first round of
competition but dropped the second.
Wood, whose tally stands at 27-14 for the
season, had earlier lost in the semi-finals
round of the Southwest Conference tour-
nament. In doubles, Wood paired with Su-
san Rudd to win the SWC championship,
but the duo lost their first-round match in
the NCAAs. The two women built a dou-
bles record of 21-10, while Rice as a team
went 3-5 in the SWC and 14-9 for the sea-
son. Number four player Tamara Ray ad-
vanced to the finals in the SWC tourney
but was unsuccessful.

SWC Title

Qualifiers for NCAA Track
At press time, four members of the men's
track and field team had qualified for the
NCAA championships, which began May
30 in Eugene, Oregon. The 4 x 100-meter
relay of WayIon Mason, Willie Mays,
Steven Hall and Elliston Stinson qualified
for nationals with a fourth-place time of
39.87 at the Southwest Conference meet,
held May 11-12 in Austin. Although the
squad placed only eighth overall, the
Owls turned in some strong individual per-
formances.

Stinson ran a wind-aided 10.17 in the 100-
meter dash for second place, bettering his
NCAA and Olympic Trials-qualifying time
of 10.23, set a earlier in Austin. In the pre-
liminary heat of the 200-meter dash, Stin-
son ran a 20.68 to qualify for nationals.
Teammate Hall also qualified for the
NCAAs in the 100 and 200 at the SWC
meet, taking fifth place in the 100 with a
10.33 and sixth in the 200 with a 20.66.
School records in both events are held by
Vince Courville, now playing football for
the Houston Gamblers. Courville ran a
10.22 in the 100 in 1983, and a 20.74 in the
200 in 1982.

The men established only two school
records this year, both in seldom-run
events. Bell, Mays, Hall and Stinson com-
bined for a 4 x 200-meter relay record of
1:22.83 at TSU in March, while Jeff Moss,
Aaron Johnson, Craig Hermann and Jon
Warren set a record in the distance med-
ley relay with their time of 9:43.11 at the
Drake Relays in Des Moines in April.

The team has suffered somewhat from
the absence of miler Gawain Guy and dis-
tance runner William Moore, both red-
shirting in order to peak for the Olympics
in July. Guy holds Rice records in the
1,500-meter and one-mile runs, while
Moore boasts the top performance in the
3,000-meter steeplechase.

Women's Track & Field
By the end of May, the women's track and
field team had set nine school records and
qualified one relay for the NCAA champi-
onship meet in Eugene, Oregon. The 4 x
400-meter relay of Katrice Harris, Tammy
Welch, Monique Millar and Laura Shoppa
qualified for nationals in late April with a
school record time of 3:39.93. The women
earned second place in the SWC meet
May 11-12 in Austin, with a time of 3:44.78.
With the help of several good individual
performances, the Owls placed fourth
overall in the conference.

Shoppa picked up a second place and
set a school record for Rice with her time of
53.84 in the 400-meter dash, only .10 sec-
-onds away from qualifying for nationals.
Shoppa is also close in the 100-and 200-
meter dashes. Welch earned third in the
400 with a 54.45, and ran a 1:01.8 in the
400-meter hurdles for fifth place. Welch's
season best of 1:00.22 in the hurdles, which
set a school record, is only .82 off the quali-
fying time. Although falling nearly eight
feet short of her Rice record, Lisa Fer-
dinand's 138-10 javelin toss was good
enough to take second place at the confer-
ence meet.

Relay member Harris was also close
to qualifying for the NCAAs, needing to
lose only .05 in the 100 and .31 in the 200.
Harris holds the team's best times of the
season in both events. School records
were also set this year in the 5,000-meter
run by Kathy Sullivan, and in the 4 x 100,
the sprint medley, and the 4 x 800 relays.

The team's standout, shotputter Re-
gina Cavanaugh, red-shirted in order to
peak for the Olympic Trials, but will return
next year with mid-year transfer Bromwen
Morris, a top javelin thrower, to give the
Owls a big boost in the field.

Women's Basketball Wrap-up

The women cagers concluded their season
with a 9-17 overall record and a 3-13 SWC
record. A dislocated hip knocked starter
Pennie Goff out of competition when the
Owls were 7-2 in the season, and kept her
out until the ninth game of a losing streak.
Gaff's return contributed to a loss by only 2
points to A&M in College Station and Nicto-
ries over SMU and TCU at home. Goff was
then disabled with a separated shoulder,
and Rice dropped its last six games. Al-
though the squad will have a difficult time
replacing powerhouse Goff, who com-
pleted her eligibility this year, the remain-
ing four starters, three of whom were
freshmen, will all return in the fall.

RiceA dia004

The President's Club's annual party took the form of a "Meet Me at the Sallypoll0
Sunday brunch on May 6.

Self-Help Goal Of Epoch Fund
Rice's new Epoch Matching Funds have
been created by an anonymous Florida
alumnus and his wife to encourage de-
serving students in need of financial assist-
ance to work for part of their funds.

If selected to participate in the pro-
gram, students can receive Epoch funds
for up to half of their costs for tuition, fees,
and books upon documenting that they've
earned the equivalent of this sum.. Upon
accepting Epoch funds, students imply a
willingness— moral, not legal or

binding—to replenish them in the future
when they can.

The donors have explained that their
modest contributions at this time are
aimed at getting the program started and
encouraging others who like the idea of
helping students work for their education
to contribute as well.

Financial aid director David Hunt be'
lieves the Epoch Matching Funds Progrcell
is the only one of its kind in existence and

1
 is looking forward to coordinating it at RI

Giving Clubs Enroll New Donors
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The Founder's Club and President's Club were established in the fall of 1970 as a meor';
of bringing together alumni, parents, and friends who give substantial support for Rice
current operations. Membership is on an annual basis (July 1 through June 30) and in-
cludes the individual and his or her spouse. Names listed below are first-time memb
for March and April 1984.

Founder's Club Mrs. Russell E. Miller '60 Dr. Mark Lewis Blanford '77

Mrs. Hazel Brookshire Moreland '34 Mr. David L. Tate '60 Mr. Tommy Kramer '77

Mr. & Mrs. John A. Schrader '55/58 Dr. Max R. Mintz '61 Mr. Michael Robert Maxfield 11
Mr. John M. Stephenson, Jr. '62 Mrs. Betty S. Langley '63 Mr. J. Scott Brickner '78

Mr. Barney Leroy McCoy '67 Dr. Linda Jane Smith '63 Mr. Barton Goodwin '78
Mr. Robert Scott McKinnell '83
Mr. H. S. Frankhouser

Mr. C. Vic Anderson, Jr. '64
Ms. Carole Riggs '65

Ms. Leslie Lamm Whitaker '78 1,3
Mr. James Fielding Hejtmancik

Mr. & Mrs. Robin S. Loh Mr. Dana Simon Robertson '65 Mr. David Morgan Capshaw
Dr. Mark David Dalton '66 Mr. Kam Wing Chow '80

President's Club Dr. James V. Clifton, Jr. '67 Miss Margaret Ruth Leland '80
Miss Dorothy C. SarreIls '25 Dr. Arthur Herbert Lusty, Jr. '67 Dr. Anthony Dean George '81
Mr. Walter G. Hall '28 Dr. Roy Allen Meals '67 Mr. Paul Curtis McKelvey '81
Mrs. Harry E. Catlow '32 Mr. John Edward Furlong '68 Dr. Daniel Leo Ziegler '81
Miss Alberta I. Riesen '34 Mr. Grant H. Youngman '68 Mr. Robert Rodney Annand '82
Mr. Byron K. Johnson '37 Mr. David Chaffin Ammerman '71 Mr. Stephen Michael Chew '82
Mr. Jay H. Rose '37 Mr. Kenneth Paul Kingdon, Jr. '71 Ms. Sally Allen Chew '79
Dr. James C. Schiller '37 Mr. & Mrs. Richard F Lemuth '71/70 Ms. Gina Gay Goff '82
Mr. & Mrs. Fred W. Ramin '38/37 Dr. Douglas Y. Longshore '71 Mr. & Mrs. Anthony Raymond
Mrs. James D. Watson '38 Mr. George L. Miller, Jr. '71 Pcruroso '82
Mrs. Lewis K. Zerby '41 Ms. Nancy Chickadonz Miller '71 Mr. Patrick Blaine Stanley '82
Mrs. Marvin R. Jones '43 Dr. Clayton Read Predmore '71 Ms. Andrea Olsen Condon '83
Mr. Robert D. Brace '44 Mr. Alan W. Brooks '73 Mr. John Carlton Estes, Jr. '83
Mrs. Carl E. Hinrichsen '48 Mr. Paul Dobry Keeper '73 Mrs. Katherine Ann Estes '83
Mr. Bobby C. Bowman '50 Mr. Ronald George Ross '73 Ms. Valerie Susan Friedman '33
Mr. Donato Rivera '50 Mr. Elwood W. Vogt, Jr. '73 Mr. Stephen Clark Ingels '83
Mr. Gerald C. Weatherly '50
Mr. James C. Urquhart '52

Mr. Mark Quinn Williams '73
Patrick Johnson '75

Mr. James Allan Katle '83 
;1141.Ms. Linda Rice '83 Oro

Donald James Norton, DDS '53 Mr. Robert Q. Kluttz '75 Mr. Martin Craig Stebbings '83
ilar9Morris A. Schultz, M.D. '55 Mr. William Salter '75 Mr. Richard R. Dickinson

Mr. Carlos B. Masterson, Jr. '57 Mr. Joel F. Ferguson '76 Mr. James P Mandel
Dr. Donald J. Coney '59
Dr. Thomas H. McConnell, III '59

Dr. Suzanne Novak '76
Ms. Joni Olivia Thompson '76

Mr. Phuoc Tran 41Fr,
Mr. & Mrs. Homer W. Wile
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Fund Campaign Is Announced for Ley Student Center at RMC
Major gift support, preliminary plans, and
fund-raising campaign for an expanded

student center were announced at the
slpring meeting of the Rice University Fund
Council, May 11. The $3.5-$4 million stu-
dent center will provide Rice with a badly
needed university-wide facility, featuring
redesigned and enlarged student offices,
'°unges, recreation areas, and dining fa-
cilities. It will be named in honor of Au-
drey and Wendel Ley '32/35, alumni long
active in the service of Rice and Houston
business and civic affairs.

Announcement of the fund drive wo.:
made by David Farnsworth '42, who will
serve as general chairman of the $1.5-$2
rnillion campaign to be carried out duringthe 1984 calendar year. The remaining
construction costs have already been corn-
flitted by Mr. and Mrs. Ley, with addi-
tinnol gifts from their children and their
sPouses in honor of their parents.
r, The Audrey and Wendel Ley Student
'-enter will be incorporated with the Rice

M, ernorial Center in a new structure front-
in g the Rice stadium to the west and Her-ring

Hall, currently nearing completion,
"ross the quadrangle to the south. Initial
P.Ians call for a central atrium courtyard
drising several floors at the core of the stu-
r ent center, opening onto office, lounge,
screation, and dining areas on the sev-eral floors of the structure. The facade will
completed in a manner harmoniouswith traditional Rice architecture. The Au-

dreY and Wendel Ley Student Center will
enable the University, for the first time in
rrlarly years, to provide the ample and
°dein quarters necessary for a vital stu-

dent life outside the classroom.
„ While placing a high priority on the
w building, the Rice University Board of

-/overnors has also requested that the
rnPoign be completed with little or no

"18,ruption of the Rice Annual Fund, and
c9re being taken to protect the Brown

„\;nollenge. The summer months will be
Voted to putting together a nucleus of

„ulalor gifts from individuals and corpora-
u°ns. In the fall, the general alumni body

given the opportunity to support the
_elikr‘ building during a special campaignw. hich will take place concurrently with the
nnuol Fund drive. Alumni will be asked
Make special gifts to the Ley Student

s enter, while maintaining accustomed
uPPort levels for the Annual Fund.

Mr. Farnsworth, the general chair-
tu'hczn for the campaign, will be joined on

steering committee by E. Dell Butcher
chairman of the major gifts division;
Dobelman '46, chairman of the foun-

First r
Mar "'Went of the Clyde Ferguson Bull Traveling Fellowship in French is Tom
ohnni.), Posing in front of a map of France with Deborah Nelson, French chair-

inks Bull is a Rice graduate, receiving a B.A. in 1926 and a master's degree
ench in 1929.

Audrey and Wendel Ley

dations division; Dr. and Mrs. Herbert A.
(Linda A. Farfel) Lesser '59/62, co-
chairmen of the parents division; Pat H.
Moore '52, chairman of the corporations di-
vision; and George R. Miner, Jr., '50, chair-
man of the general alumni solicitation.

Wendel Duer Ley was born in Houston
in 1909. He and his wife, Audrey Lacy
Moody, both attended Rice and have sub-
sequently been active in its affairs. Mrs.
Ley is a member of the steering committee
for the Class of 1935 Scholarship Fund. Mr.

Ley served two terms on the Rice Board of
Governors, and now serves as a governor
adviser. A member of the Rice University
Fund Council, he also served as president
of the Owl Club and of the Alumni Associ-
ation (founding the alumni newsletter
which became the SALLYPORT). Over the
years, Mr. and Mrs. Ley have made
other significant gifts to Rice, including
donations of land and other assets. In
1983, Mr. Ley received the Gold Medal
for Distinguished Service to Rice.

Mr. Ley's business interests include
timber lands and investments, and he is
considered one of Houston's leaders in
the land and mortgage business. His
wider civic interests include the YMCA
(Mr. Ley was president of the Houston
YMCA and has 40 years' service on its
board), chairman and trustee of the Girl
Scout Foundation of Houston and Harris
County, and active involvement with St.
Luke's Methodist Church in Houston.

Joining the Leys in support of the
student center are their four children
and their spouses, Mr. and Mrs. Robert
H. (Judy Ley) Allen '61, Mr. and Mrs.
Steve W. Ley, Mr. and Mrs. Robert M.
Ley, and Mr. and Mrs. Anthony M.
(Diane Ley) Espinoza. Judy Ley Allen is
a member of the Rice Board of Gover-
nors. The other three children, though
not Rice alumni, are all Life Members of
the Rice Associates.

The steering committee for the
Student Center Fund is composed of
Rice alumni in a variety of fields. Mr.
Farnsworth is a member of the Board of
Governors, former president of the
Alumni Association, and past chairman
of the Rice University Council. He was
president of Eddy Refining Company
from 1958 until his retirement in 1983.

Mr. Butcher has served on the Rice
Board of Governors since 1964, was
named a trustee in 1974, and served as
chairman of the board in 1981-82. From
1941 until his retirement in 1978, he
served as president of American Com-
mercial Lines and as vice-president of
Texas Gas Transmission Corporation.

Ms. Dobelman is executive director
and treasurer of the Brown Foundation.
She has served as vice-president and
treasurer of the Association of Rice
Alumni and as chairman of the Houston
Telefund.

Dr. and Mrs. Lesser are chairmen of
the Parents Council of Rice University. A
member of the Engineering Society
while at Rice, Dr. Lesser is director of
operational analysis at Mitchell Energy
Corporation.

Mr. Moore is past chairman of the
Rice University Fund Council and is cur-
rently serving as a member of the Engi-
neering Advisory Council. He is a senior
vice-president of Raymond Interna-
tional, Inc.

Mr. Miner is currently vice-
chairman of the Rice Annual Fund, and
will serve as chairman for the 1984-85
fund drive. He is president of Miner-
Dederick Construction Company.

Thomas S. McIntosh '59, executive vice president and chief operating of Zapata
Corp., receives a plaque of appreciation for service to Rice University from Rice
board chairman Charles Duncan as president Norman Hackerman applauds. The
occasion was Business Appreciation Day at Rice.
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The annual Rice Alumni Association picnic for graduating seniors was its usual
success, attracting approximately 300 new alums.

A reception at The Summit prior to the Rice basketball team's first ever appear-
ance in the SWC Tournament was co-sponsored by the athletic committee of the
Alumni Association, the Rice athletic department, the Owl Club and the R
Association.

New Board Members Elected

Jeffrey Rose '77 Reginald Dugat '43

Seven new members of the Rice Alumni
Board have been chosen in spring elections.

Position one was won by Jeffery 0.
Rose '77, senior vice president, Texas Com-
merce Bank at Greenway Plaza, Houston.
Jeffery plans to enhance alumni participa-
tion in the quality of education and ath-
letics at Rice.

Reginald E. Dugat '43 will serve in po-
sition two. Retired from Exxon Chemical
Americas, Reginald hopes to apply his
years of business and problem- solving ex-
perience to further the interests of Rice,
both internally and externally.

Position three goes to Nancy Booth
Parker '52, director of the Woodson Re-

Nancy Parker '52

Rice Engineering Alumni award winners of 1984 are, from left, Clinton Evans,
Lars Hansen, Michael O'Reilly, Harlan Cooper with wife Charlotte, Mary Kraft's
Kyle Self, Elaine Bienkowski, David McDermott, and Amanda Gerdeman.

Engineering Alumni Honor
Students

..,
The Rice Engineering Alumni presented chael O'Reilly in civil engineering; anc,t,
plaques and $8500 in cash to nine engi- Lars Hansen in electrical engineering,
neering students at their annual awards who was also named the Outstanding
dinner at Cohen House on Tuesday, Apr. 17. gineering Graduate.

The first recipient of the Harriana But- Junior students honored as merit
ler Scholarship was Harlan Cooper, a jun- scholars were: Elaine Bienkowski in ci ern'sTo
ior majoring in mechanical engineering; Amanda Gerdeman in ell 198a3slc.'
engineering-materials science. The award trical engineering; Kyle Self in chemical sock",
was made possible by an endowment gift engineering; and David McDermott in 97hich
from Steve Siebenhausen, a past REA chanical engineering and materials st Z0' t1,9
president, in honor of his wife, and is in- ence. McDermott is the 1984 winner of ti so,ia"ti
tended for a married engineering student Herbert Allen Award.
needing financial help to remain in school. The students were selected in each, T0.

font 0.

Senior students named as REA discipline by their respective faculty n19 s rue!,

Scholars were: Clinton Evans in mechani- bers, and the top student in each class ° tne,°̀110,il
cal engineering and materials science; selected by the awards committee of thel self fro'
Mary Kramer in chemical engineering; Mi- Rice Engineering Alumni. The di(

clored
nlent f,

Brunson, Kinney in Hall of Fanli zridd.'
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Two Rice alumni were inducted into the
Texas Sports Hall of Fame in Dallas in
early May. Basketball great Bob Kinney '42
and the late track star and coach Emmett
Brunson '29 were chosen by the Texas
Sportswriters Association as outstanding
athletes of the state. Kinney, Rice's first all-
American in basketball, scored over 1,000
points in his three years of college compe-
tition, a feat equal to scoring nearly twice
as many points today, given game
changes. The Owl cager was named All-
Southwest Conference for three years, and
later played successfully for the Boston •

William Merriman '67

search Center at the Fondren Library. A
staff member at Rice for the past 19 years,
Nancy believes that her position as keeper
of the university's archives since 1972 has
given her a good sense of Rice's past and
its historic responses to challenge and
change.

William H. Merriman '67, a partner at
Ray Bailey Architects, Inc., was elected to
position four. William is interested in in-
creasing involvement of alumni, espe-
cially recent alumni, in association
activities to create stronger networks of
alumni and closer ties with the university.

Position five will be filled by Irwin M.
"Buddy" Herz, Jr. '61, a partner at Dibrell

Buddy Herz '61 Alan Chapman '45 George Miner, .11*,

and Greer in Galveston. Buddy hopes to
assist the administration in creating an en-
vironment at Rice which will attract out-
standing students who will be able to
adapt to the real world after graduation
and who will be leaders in their fields.

Alan J. Chapman, a professor of me-
chanical engineering at Rice, holds posi-
tion six. Alan seeks to help maintain the
university's quest for excellence in all its
endeavors—particularly the providing of a
superior education for talented students.

President of Miner-Dederick Construc-
tion Corporation George R. Miner, Jr. '50
will serve on the board in position seven.
As a board member, George will continue
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Rice to its first SWC championship in cif. Wortiells(
sport in 1928. Brunson was high-point 11: Qn-flucli
of the meet, setting a new record in the 24,198
half-mile, tying the existing one in the
mile, and taking third in the two-mile I'll

ibehind two teammates. Brunson went
to become captain of the team in 1929 .
place fifth in the mile in the country. In
1935 Brunson returned to the Institute CI,
head coach, staying on for 34 years.
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Walter McReynolds '65, president-elec fer,01-71
Carolyn Douglas Devine '52, first vice , gtedro
president; Bridget Rote Jensen '53, secc' co"lwari
vice president; Jack C. Williams '34, tre. wuntset

surer; and Joseph F. Reilly, Jr. '48, p Cis t_ rsioaaohic,
president. Mr. McReynolds and Ms. Jel soortfin;
are newly elected to their posts.

 -)1111/11110

to promote the Annual Fund Drive,
help the Athletic Department in all co':

All of these new members of the
utive board will serve three-year tern15,
with the exception of George Miner, SI

fills a two-year term left uncompletedl
Walter P. Moore's death.

a4.Serving as alumni officers for 19s-',
are Harwin C. Moore, Jr. '59, presidet
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Lavone Dickensheets Andrew
la Pictured with a large photo-
graph of a castle she restored in
Ireland in a profile of the May 6
Houston Chronicle . Lavone super-
viscid the restoration of Kancrppo-
gue, built in the 15th century,ran" which her husband had acquiredin 1%5 when it was "little morethan a pile of stones- according to
the article.

lass/
the

38
Helen Thomas, Professor of En-3 glish at the University of Houston,
CInd her husbcmd, Joe, Rice profes-sor 

emeritus of English, deliveredcm entertaining and scholarly pre-sentation of two of the principal
schools of Hamlet criticism (Hamlet
Man of action vs. melancholy pro-

Dane) at the October1963 Central Modem Language As-
sociation conference in Fort Worth,
Which was published in the Win-
ter. 1984 The Round Table of the
South Central College English As-
sciciation. Couched itself in theloan of a playlet, this "Repartee for
Two" entertained as well as in-
structed (to crib Sidney's directive),Parodying both Marlowe and nu-
erous passages of the Bard him-self from Hamlet and other plays.The 
dialogue ended without a de-

clared victory, but Helen's argu-ment fora posturing, depressed,ni ,, 
dilatory Prince had the lastword.
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Wolter D. Murphy was electedt.° the board of directors of the
'unerican Arbitration Association,anon

-profit organization specializ-ing in 
alternative dispute resolu-tion services. Walter is senior vice

President of HCB Contractors ofHo
uston.

,MYrtle Lee McFarland Nelson
1,crPPlauded in a May 16'sot e

ditorial, titled "An A for Es-
for her leadership as

Principal of Bellaire High, one ofceilYtlu

Jean Charles Price '66, teacher
of economics and an IB favorite
course, "Theory of Knowledge."

David and Catherine Hannah
attended an Explorers' Club dinner
in New York in April where David
was an honoree. After the dinner
they visited with Dr. Harold
Muchmore '43, who teaches in
the medical school at the Univer-
sity of Oklahoma.

Elizabeth Philbrook Rack is
pictured in the Apr. 29 New Orleans
Times Picayune in a feature on
"Women Who Care About Kids."
Elizabeth is president of the Or-
leans Parish School Board and of
Geodata, Inc., a geological infor-
mation business, where she works
with her husband Armin.

45
Hershel M. Rich has copyrighted
software that will compute the tax
for the 10 most popular federal in-
come tax forms. Timeworks Inc. of
Deerfield. Ill., has licensed
Hershel's program, which should
be ready in time for next year's tax
season. Hershel was profiled in a
March Houston Post article.

Virginia Elverson and her real-
tor husband Robin were featured
in an illustrated story on their con-
temporary home in the May 12
Post s -Today." According to the ar-
ticle, Virginia has a certificate
from the London Cordon Bleu cook-
ing school and is a food writer for
several local and national maga-
zines. Her second cookbook, Hous-
in Ar!s Cookbook published
in October, was nominated for a
French tastemaker award.

Harvey Senturia was appointed
project manager of Dow Chemical
U.S.A. Computer Aided Design.
Harvey joined Dow in 1954 as a de-
sign engineer.

47

Al E. Woelfel received the 0. L.
(Andy) Lewis Award, one of the
highest honors given by the petro-
leum division, American Society of
Mechanical Engineers, at a spe-
cial luncheon in Monterrey, Mex-
ico. The award is for "longstanding
and significant contribution to the
Division for the benefit of industry
and society."

48
Henry Armstrong stresses the
importance of the chamber of com-
merce to Baytown in attracting
people and industry in a Mar. 29
Baytown News Sun item. Henry ;s
currently CC director and princi-
pal of Robert E. Lee High School.
He also serves on the Baytown
Parks and Recreation Board.

52
Roger J. Edwards has joined Va-
lero Producing Co. in San Antonio
as vice president-land, following a
six-year association with Weaver
Oil and Gas Corp. in Houston.

53
Thomas G. Edwards was named
Engineer of the Year by the Abi-
lene chapter of the Texas Society of
Professional Engineers. Thomas is
a mechanical engineer with Tip-
pett & Gee, Inc.

55

Dennis A. Wilkie has been pro-
moted to brigadier general in the
U.S. Army Reserve. Dennis is com-
mander of the 352nd Civil Affairs
Command based in Riverdale,
MD. In civilian life, he's the direc-
tor of marketing for Westinghouse
Hittman Nuclear Inc., a subsidiary
of the Westinghouse Electric Cor-
poration.

56
Harry "Buzz" Crutcher Ill has
received the Distinguished Alum-
nus Award of Jesuit College Pre-
paratory School.

57

L. Waldo Leggett, Jr., an engi-
neering advisor with Exxon Co.,
U.S.A. in Houston, has been
named a Fellow of the American
Institute of Chemical Engineers
(AIChE) in recognition of his work
in the development of synthetic fu-
els from coal and shale.

58
Arthur P. "Hap" Veltman Jr.
was the subject of an illustrated
profile in the Apr. 1 San Antonio
express for his role as a developer
in the restoration of the downtown
area. The feature is titled, "The
Right Man with the Right Karma in
the Right Time and Place."

Harold H. Rickey is currently
single and self-employed as an en-
gineering draftsman and would
like to correspond with friends
from his years at Rice. Harold's ad-
dress is RR3, Box 161, Jay, OK
74346.

59
Virginia Bernhard, first-time
author of the first book written about
Gov. James Hogg's only daughter,
Miss (ma Hogg: The Governor's

The Mayor's Rice Connection
It's only a very short drive from City Hall, in Houston's booming down-
town, to the oak-enshrouded cloisters of Rice University. But for three Rice
alumni currently serving as staff members in Mayor Kathy Whitmire's of-
fice, the philosophical distance between Rice and City Hall might as well
be measured in light-years.

Occupying adjoining offices on the third floor of City Hall are alumni
Jerry Wood '76, director of research; John Chase '75, assistant director of
research; and Joanne Adams ('81), director of communications and assist-
ant for cultural affairs. All three came to Rice with an active interest in pol-
itics. John Chase, for example, inherited his interest from his father, a
black Houston architect. Of his experience at Rice, however, John says:
"Rice was a world. But it wasn't the real world. The city didn't exist."

As undergraduates, all three alumni were impatient with the un-
worldliness of Rice. They participated in campus political organizations
such as the College Council and the Rice Democratic Caucus, but found
the issues "essentially trivial." John was able to work as an assistant in
Rice Admissions, with an interest in increasing minority enrollment at
Rice. Joanne, daughter of Rice geology professor John Adams, became
ever more aware of internal politics among the faculty and administra-
tion. Jerry worked off-campus for the Democratic Party, along with other
Rice students who sought involvement in real-world politics.

After graduation, all three gravitated toward city politics. Jerry's cur-
rent duties include capital improvement plans, transportation projects,
annexation, and anything involving demographics. He admits to being a
geography freak ("I like maps a lot"), and it is said that he knows Houston
the way a New York cab driver knows New York. Among John Chase's re-
sponsibilities are low-interest loans for home-buyers, affirmative action
within the city government, and the encouragement of minority business
enterprise in the city. Joanne, in addition to being responsible for "the care
and feeding of the press," is involved with such arts activities and organi-
zations as the Cultural Arts Council and the promotion of the Wortham
Theatre.

"As native Houstonians," says Joanne, "we all share a real concern
with the fate of our city." Among their reasons for their allegiance to the
current mayor, they cite Whitmire's willingness to tackle tough issues. All
are well aware, however, that their present careers are not forever.

"This isn't something you do all your life," says Joanne. "Government
isn't a big industry in this city."

For all their impatience with the cloisters of academe, did the three
alumni bring anything from Rice to their present careers? Opinions differ.
Joanne, who majored in philosophy, says, "You learn politics hands-on.
No class I ever took taught me to deal with the challenge of this job."

John, who attended all-black public schools in Houston for several
years, admits to having been "scared" when he entered Rice and sees his
successful completion of the curriculum as "a real confidence builder." A
political science major who went on to take a law degree at the University
of Houston, John favors "multi-dimensional" education at Rice, with the
aim of turning out more graduates who are not only technically compe-
tent, but able generalists as well, familiar with writing, the arts, law, and
other subjects.

For Jerry, who majored in economics and history, "it all comes to-
gether." For example, his grasp of demographics and geography has fol-
lowed him from Rice to City Hall, where it proves extremely useful in
understanding the city. He even admits that having experienced the clois-
tered halls of Rice offers him a unique perspective on city politics. "It's
good to know there's someplace that doesn't care about these life-and-
death political issues," he muses. "If you didn't have that sense of perspec-
tive, you'd go crazy."

Bill Thompson
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Restoring Furniture's Soul
The retired couple had come to inspect the repairs on their antique chest.
One frigid night during last December's freeze, a drunken driver had
plowed through the bay window of their home and exited through the op-
posite wall. The chest had been in the way. Now it sat, neatly repaired
and stripped to the bare walnut, in the open work area behind the Mon-
trose home of Hugh Lenox Scott '34, furniture conservator, restorer, and
appraiser. Scott, a spare, erect man of 75 with a shock of silver-white hair,
was attempting to guide the couple's decision regarding a new finish for
the rich walnut. He had begun by suggesting a clear lacquer, but at the
couple's insistence had reluctantly dabbed on sample patches of darker
and darker stain, which nevertheless allowed the swirling grain of the
wood to show through.

"Mr. Scott, it has to be even darker," the lady was saying, "to match
the rest of my furniture. I want it back the way it was before."

"I don't want to stain it any darker than this," said the white-haired
conservator quietly.

The owner reiterated her demand for a "wiping" stain which would
virtually obscure the grain of the wood, and the debate ended in a stand-
off, with the owners promising to return with a table leaf to indicate the
depth of stain they required. After the couple had left, Scott mused on his
feelings as a lover and conservator of old furniture.

"You see, God only made that particular piece of wood once," he
said. "So it's got a soul to it, and if you put this wiping stain on, it's just a
thin paint.... Still, that couple has to live with it, not me."

Concern for the "soul" of antique furniture has inspired Hugh Lenox
Scott II for the past 60 years, ever since his mother took the teenage Scott
on antique-hunting trips down the back roads of New Jersey. Beginning
with the experience of restoring his mother's "finds,' Scott has gradually
developed his former hobby into a full-time vocation. In addition to the
hands-on restoration he and an assistant perform in his shop, Scott works
as a teacher, lecturer, appraiser, and consultant in the field of furniture
conservation and restoration. Among his course offerings are hands-on
workshops in furniture restoration currently offered by Rice Continuing
Studies and Houston Community College, and lecture series for the Harris
County Heritage Society and the Texas Historical Foundation. He is a sen-
ior member of the American Society of Appraisers and a Fellow of the
American Institute of Conservators, frequently consulting with museums
and collectors on conservation matters.

Scott's interest in furniture has been a constant in a life which has
been, in many respects, unusually eclectic. This eclecticism was evident
during Scott's years at Rice. A friend of his family had advised Scott to
take courses in as many different fields as possible, "because you never
know what's going to fullfill you. "Acting on this advice, Scott prowled
around the academic departments at Rice and came up with a mixed bag
of courses, even taking a postgraduate course in architectural construc-
tion, for credit, without having any of the undergraduate prerequisites.

Scott's eclecticism continued into his employment. He spent years
working for public utilities, and as an oil operator, retail merchant, and
associate director of the Rice Alumni Association. Through all the job
changes, however, Scott pursued his avocation of furniture conservation,
ultimately turning it into a full-time pursuit.

Another constant in Scott's life has been his marriage to Celeste
McAshan Scott '41, with whom he will be celebrating his 31st anniversary.

Nimble and wiry at 75, Scott would seem to be walking proof of the
life-giving value of a hobby "One thing I'm continually trying to promote
in my lectures and classes," he says, "is that people should have second-
ary interests. If you've been married to your business, and you retire, six

months later you're dead.
"Look what I'm doing now, at age 75," he says, gesturing with a

steady hand at the projects in his shop area. He pauses, seeking to ex-

press the essence of his fascination with furniture. "I was never so inter-

ested in the overall appearance of a piece," he says. "I always wanted to

know why it was built, and how. I like to look at furniture as an orthopedic

surgeon would. I like to understand the bones of it."
Bill Thompson

Daughter, was the subject of a
column in the May 12 Houston
Chronicle. Virginia was pictured
at a recent reception in honor of
the book held at Brazos Bookstore.

61
Mervin Moore was inadvertently
pictured in the February/March
SALLYPORT classnotes with news
from Walter Ray Richardson,
class of '72. Mervin comments:
''Thanks for the compliment, but
I don't feel eleven years youn-
ger."

62

R. John Stanton Jr. was elected
too three-year term as an industry
governor of the American Stock Ex-
change. John is president and di-
rector of the Houston-based
brokerage firm, Rotan Mosle Inc.

Cooper R. Mackin (Ph.D.) was
appointed chancellor of the Uni-
versity of New Orleans at the Apr.
6 meeting of the LSU Board of Su-
pervisors in Baton Rouge. Cooper
has served as UNO's acting chan-
cellor since last May.

C. Michael Bowen is featured in
a corporate closeup of InteCom, a
relatively new telecommunica-
tions company he heads, in the
Feb. 19 Dallas Times Herald. Two
months later, in the Apr. 18 New
York Times, Intecom's agreement to
sell as much as 30 percent of its
stock to giant Wang Laboratories
for an initial purchase price of $89
million is reported. According to
the Times, the agreement ap-
peared likely to raise Intecom's
standing in the crowded PBX field,
and to give it a major edge in sell-
ing equipment to the thousands of
offices that use Wang equipment."

63
James Treybig is pictured in
front of Lovett Hall in a Mar. 18
Houston Chronicle business fea-
ture. The article profiles Tandem
Computers Inc., a Silicon Valley
mainstay which James founded 10
years ago.

64
Frank S. Kelly was named to the
College of Fellows of the American
Institute of Architects at the na-
tional convention held recently in
Phoenix, AZ. Frank, cofounder and
principal in charge of design of

Sikes Jennings Kelly, was recog-

nized for his achievements in de-

sign. Among his projects cited
were the Galadari Galleria in Du-

bai, the Americana Hotel and In-
terFirst Tower in Fort Worth, and
Pacific Place and Aston Park in
Dallas.

Edward Snow has been awarded

a senior fellowship by the Center
for Advanced Study in the Visual
Arts at the National Gallery in
Washington, D.C. The Rice En- .
glish professor will spend the 1984-
85 academic year at the National
Gallery to work on a study of Pieter
Bruegel.

66
Glenn Porter is profiled in the
Jan. 23 News-Journal, Wilmington,
DE, on his appointment to director
of the Eleutherian Hills-Hagley
Foundation, established to pre-
serve the site of the old Dupont Co.
black powder mills. Glenn joined
the staff six years ago. Wife KT

'67 works at Stuart Pharmaceuti-
cals, a division of ICI Americas,

67
Linda Ellsworth is featured in
the Mar. 29 San Antonio Express
along with her work as an assist-
ant professor of obstetrics and
gynecology at the University of
Texas Health Science Center in her
native San Antonio. In addition to
teaching, Linda spends about half
her time researching reproduction
and early pregnancy in monkeys,
according to the article.

Howard L. Weinert enjoyed a
fruitful February: his daughter,
Lindsay, was born on Feb. 14 and
he was promoted to full professor
in electrical engineering and com-
puter science at the Johns Hopkins
University on Feb. 15.

68
David L. Anderson has been
promoted from assistant to associ-

ate professor in the department of
history and political science at In-

diana Central University in Indi-
anapolis. His major field of study
is U. S. diplomatic history.

Elizabeth Moon is interested in
contacting other Rice graduates or

students interested in small com-
puters, rural medicine (especially
emergency and prehospital care),

and creative writing. She'd also
like to know whether Rice or "any

group thereof or therein" has
something on The Source, Compu-
serve, or another data service. She
and her husband Richard "are

more interested in intellectual

than social connections: we simply
don't have the time to travel to par-

ties (however fun they may be), but
we'd enjoy corresponding with
other alert and knowledgeable
Rice minds about matters of mu-

tual interest."

David J. Cohen, currently work-
ing as a cardiothoracic surgeon at
Brooke Army Medical Center in Ft.
Sam Houston, was recently elected
to Fellowship in the American Col-
lege of Cardiology.

David Criswell (Ph.D.), who has
applied for a patent on a design by
his own company for a lunar-
based solar power station, is fea-
tured in a story in the Feb. 17 Fort
Worth Star Telegram. "I've been
making a living off the moon for
about 10 years." Criswell says.
"Now I want to see a lot more peo-
ple doing that."

69
Bob Wyatt made Frances Riley
an honorary Owl by their March,
1983 marriage. Bob has one year
left on a master's in management
at the University of Texas at Dal-
las, and has worked at ADP for
four and a half years. He'd like to
hear from Tom and Millie Clarke or
Clark Chamberlain.

70
Janice Moore writes: "I see that
'Classnotes' has published a cryp-
tic statement about me. I did not
necessarily intend that this juicy
news plum be published, but since
it has been, I'll elaborate: I'm on
the faculty at CSU (Colorado State
University) and having the time of
my life. Except for committee
meetings, teaching and research
are more fun than lever thought
they would be. Courtesy of the late
Clark Read (Rice Biology Dept.), I
am still fascinated by parasites. In
fact, May 1984 Scientific American
has an article of mine about how
parasites change host behavior! I
have a 65-pound poodle, a variety
of other beasts, and just bought an
84-year-old house."

David Ammerman and his wife
Beth have returned to "Sweet
Mother Texas from Saudi Arabia.
Environment hasn't changed much
since we lived in Midland, TX, but
the difference in amenities is obvi-
ous. Mobil has me supervising a
bunch of plant engineers out here.

I sure enjoy their youthful ap-
proaches."

Thomas Odegaard (PhD) re' !
ceived the 1984 Praestantia Md

for excellence in teaching from
Capital University, Columbus, C

Thomas is an assistant profess 
of economics and has taught at

Capital since 1966. His wife Sd
also teaches in the business de'
partment there.

Tom Hix has been promoted tC
vice president of finance and dr
ministration of Western Geopht
cal in Houston.

71
Michael A. Morrison
received a $1,000 Regents Avvele
or superior teaching in physi0
and astronomy at the Universitl
Oklahoma, Norman. Michael
joined the faculty there in 1977°1
was promoted to associate profll
sor in 1981.

72
John Ratcliffe continues his If
search work in the area of adol,t
cent compulsive behaviors.
tbearesn.,,expressing himself music4
with his club band, "The Optisl!

Melissa Keane has moved
publishing "after a brief stint e
Phoenix Magazine and a bout e'

a new magazine that folded oft°
the second issue." She feels sd

finally found her niche in advd
ing, and is currently an apprel
account executive.
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Lost Your Ring? Diane Ashld, Pit!

Sinclair with the Association 01 cnita

Rice Alumni reports that a C1-1, 1,ted
'73 ring was found near Sebar 19 

 ind

Florida. It has no name but it 9.

have an inscription. Call 713-Yi, kith
4057 or write the Association if 8
think it's yours. "utl 
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4 archDavid M. Nash Ill has been Jack
elected a fellow of the College‘ C-
A,,', 

‘4.
American Pathologists. He col
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pleted his four yecrr residena, SuR Nair
Parkland, Southwestern Me'" ̂ntoru,
School and the Dallas Veterad
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Closs.

John R. Rivers (MAR) has  AdCiQ
named a partner of Morris/A

Architects in Houston

Robert Davis was the opeo,i
lecturer in an eight-course 9,704 "'rid
on "Perspectives: Judaic Art hi
Beth Israel's Center for Jee°,76 -------
richment held in March and 1"

Robert, a Houston architect,:e

cussed on the work of archtt,,,
Louis Kahn and Stanley liget:d
in his talk on the Jewish conv'

of space.
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"'chard Lavenda (MMUS) is anied 
assistant professor at Texas Wes-

;tint J- _leY College in Fort Worth and corn-bout Polies music in his spare time. Oneied aft! nis compositions, . was
els sr ireeenrlY performed by the Wes-

Yan Percussion Ensemble.
ipprd

lam '78 and Terry Trant So-
Ilona announce the birth of twins
Jessica Ann and Timothy Trant on
lan. 17 in Mountainview. CA. Tom
is a research and development en-
gineer at GTE Western Division.
and Terry is a research analyst at
Rank of America. They'd love to
hear from old friends.
Ed and Catherine McGuckin be-
gin training in June with the Sum-
mer Institute of Linguistics at theUniversity of Oklahoma for their
nevi venture with Wycliffe BibleTranslcrtors. "Our three children,
Maureen (age 7), Andrew (4), and
Roseman! (1), will be with us—the
Whole crowd living in a dorm
retztrn." Their summer address will
be:do SIL, Box 2550, Norman, OK
73070.

77
Desiree Beaudry married
SrePhen Craig Cary in 1981,
eceTied a Ph.D. in earth sciences
from Scripps Institution of Ocean-
ography in 1983, and has recently
returned to Houston to take a job in
basin exploration with Exxon Pro-
duction Research Company.
bimle and Marc Siegel an-
nounce the arrival of Lauren An-drea on Feb. 7, 1984. "She's as cuteas her mother," says Marc, whohas just finished his medical in-
ternshiP. and will start his radial-
egY residency at Baylor in July.

78

Frank M. K. Liu has been ap-
P°roted to the board of directors of
Banc Texas Westheimer.

Jane Carmichael finished her
MBA at Columbia University Grad-
uate School of Business in May
and has started anew job as an
associate in the New York office of
Booz, Allen & Hamilton, a manage-
ment consulting firm.

Kay Coldren Hawkins is mov-
ing to Arlington, TX, where her
husband has a position teaching
statistics at UTA. She's leaving her
job at UNC-Chapel Hill and plans
to be "blissfully unemployed" for a
while before continuing her career
in health physics and industrial
hygiene.

Robert W.M. Miller, a software
engineer for Daisy Systems in Sun-
nyvale, CA, is pictured in a Mar. 9
New York Times feature on "Living
in Silicon Valley: Success Has Its
Price." Robert joined Daisy just a
few months after it was founded in
1980, when it had only a dozen or
so employees, according to the ar-
ticle. Like most new companies
here, it offered its early employees
a piece of the equity. Daisy has
since grown to 390 employees and
has gone public. "Mr. Miller does
not care to say publicly how much
he is now worth, but suffice it to
say that he paid two-tenths of a
cent for shares that are now worth
$29 each. Put another way, each $1
he invled has turned into
$12,000. And he has options to buy
more at differing prices. Mr. Miller,
who says he is 'not all that fond of
materialistic things,' has not let all
this change his style of life. The
same cannot be said for others,"
the Times says.

John Burton returned to his
hometown of Arlington in March to
give a cello performance at Texas
Wesleyan College which received
favorable reviews in the local pa-
per. John is an assistant professor
at Hardin-Simmons University in
Abilene.

80
Jathan Cantu was graduated
from Baylor College of Medicine
on May 21 and will begin a family

IN MEMORIAM

practice residency program in Fort
Worth.

Deborah A. Sedberry married
Jeff Klingman on June 2, 1984. They
both were graduated from Baylor
College of Medicine in May and
are moving to Los Angeles, where
Deborah will do a residency in pe-
diatrics at Los Angeles Childrens'
and Jeff will be in neurology at
USC.

Beverly Joan Bowen has mar-
ried Ertel Carlyle Berry, a Yale
grad, and is currently an associate
with the law firm Byrnes & Martin
in Houston.

James W. Robertson, Jr. has
taken a position as a manufactur-
ing engineer with TI Equipment
Group in Dallas after four years as
a naval officer in Long Beach, CA.

81
Maya Badachhape and Chip
Bledsoe '79 will be married this
August. She's in med school at
Texas A&M and he's a lawyer in
town with Childs, Fortenbach.

82
Donn Baumgartner has ac-
cepted a position with IBM's fed-
eral systems division (NASA) and
will be working on the shuttle pro-
gram. Since his new job places
him in Houston, Donn is returning
to Rice this fall to start on his Ph.D.

Douglas D. Watson was named
a staff consultant in the manage-
ment information consulting prac-
tice of Arthur Andersen & Co.'s
Houston office.

83
Lisbeth Ann Jordan married Al-
lan Gartner, a 1983 electrical engi-
neering graduate of Drexel
University, on May 26. They are
both employed by Dupont at the
DOE Savannah River Plant and are
living in North Augusta, S.C.

Ashtot J. Pickens Coleman '18 of Wi-h•
,tionc:41 Palls on Apr. 28, 1984.Cited as a national leader in theOil industry, he began his career in1919,

it)111 d
1 7131.1 !uth Young McGonigle '24 oflion 'rownsville on Apr. 15, 1984. Mar-ried to the late George McGonigle,It, who also attended Rice, sheW05 

the first woman to graduate
fIii 
rom Rice with a bachelor's degree(Trchitecture.

been,/ Jock 
Womack '26 of Corpusollego Christi in October 1979.He co

della Penlamin F. Bellows '27 of Sanmedie ,Intonio in January 1983.
Drerl Arthur G. King '27 of Fort Worth
eif0114 5. 198
th 

4'
-usie Jackson Uhrig '27 of

Houston on Apr. 17, 1984.

Maria Barreda Gonzalez '29
of Laredo in August 1982.

W. L. "Dutch" McKinnon '29 of
Houston on May 7, 1984.

Curtis R. Patterson '29 of Corsi-
cana on Apr. 22, 1984.

Tacy Glines Bales '31 of
Friendswood on Nov. 13, 1982.

Alfred H. Crossett '34 of Austin
in November 1982.

La Verne Lathrop Carmical '35
of Houston on May 10, 1984.

Walter S. Myers '37 of Gautier,
MS, on Apr. 19, 1984.

D. E. Haberlie '41 of Arlington,
VA on Feb. 22, 1984.

Fred L. Hartman '41 of Houston
on Apr. 30, 1984. A former U.S. at-
torney in Houston and Fort Worth,
he was All-Southwest Conference
tackle in 1940 and 1941.

Linus G. Sharpe '42 of Houston
on May 5, 1984.

Charles E. McCormick '52 of
Orange on Apr. 10, 1983.

Selby W. Stahl, Jr. '52 of Port
Arthur on Apr. 20, 1984.

Barbara L. Chilton '61 of Hous-
ton on Apr. 30, 1984. Until her ill-
ness, she had been assistant
director for the Alumni Associa-
tion. Classmates have set up a me-
morial fund in her memory.
Donations may be sent to Rice Uni-
versity and marked "Barbara Long
Chilton Memorial Fund."

elc.444.4„,
iuni°Y,keePi og up with friends and classmates in the Classnotes section? Why not re-

'e favor—drop us a line and a (preferably black and white) photo at the Asso-
lOn of Rice Alumni, P.O. Box 1892, Houston, Texas 77251.
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In Defense of History Degree
Several years ago the SALLYPORT quoted
an undergraduate of that time as asking,
"What, after all, can you do with a history
degree?" I thought then of writing, but one
of the things you can do with a history de-
gree is procrastinate, and I did.

I remembered all this when chal-
lenged recently by a person who insisted
that all liberal arts degrees were useless,
and history the most useless. He could not
understand why I had bothered. One of
the other things you can do with a history
degree is talk, so I explained. At length.
He remained unconvinced, but in the stu-
por that results from being out-talked. And
I thought again that it was time, and more
than time, that someone should defend the
history degree. Far from being useless—
far from binding the poor possessor to a
lifetime of degradation and penury, intel-
lectual sloth and social disgrace—the his-
tory degree is, in fact, the degree of most
use to the adventurer.

Do I hear a gasp of disbelief? Adven-
turer? Certainly. What, after all, is an ad-
venturer? Someone who enjoys
uncertainty, danger, and the rough breath-
ing of the wolf at the door. Adventures are
often recognized after the fact as a period
in which you were cold, hot, hungry, tired,
broke, flea-bitten, blistered on both heels,
and yelled at by powerful men (or women)
in authority. Is there a better description of
a graduate in history looking for a job? But
for those unfortunates who fall into fat fel-
lowships and later inhabit ivied (or other-
wise academic) halls, the history graduate
is almost guaranteed adventure, thanks to
the career structure of HISTORY, the aca-
demic discipline.

Considered soberly and carefully,
what can be said about the career pros-
pects of the diplomate in history? The
broadest possible range of endeavor is
available: the graduate in history, no mat-
ter how humble, can find employment in
anything—except history. Few graduates
in history can hope to become professional
historians. That, to be sure, is the sole
foundation of the assertion that history de-
grees are useless. But education is more
than job-training, and as education (which
includes character building) a history de-
gree is superb. Upon graduation, the
young H. D, (to distinguish the diplomate
from the historian, who is employed in his-
tory) faces uncertainty of employment and
hostility of employers. For this reason, the
most unusual jobs look good—or at least
life-sustaining—and the H.D. avoids the
trap of job security and upward mobility
that so often destroys the adventuring
spirit in graduating engineers, scientists,
lawyers and doctors.

The truly adventurous could hardly
ask more. Yet other advantages—not to be
wasted—arise from the general disrespect
in which history degrees are held. Take,
for example, the trifling matter of mathe-
matics. All science and engineering stu-
dents are expected to thrive on math. No
matter how firm the grasp on calculus of a
biologist, no one is impressed. Mathemati-
cal stupidity alone is noteworthy. But by
common knowledge, H.D.s are mathemat-
ical illiterates. If an H.D. can do more than
add single figures on a hand calculator, a
reputation for brilliance is sure. The slight-
est familiarity with calculus (such as recog-
nition of an integral sign or failure to turn
pale when the word is mentioned) brings
the most prejudiced history-hater to heel.

Computers offer another chance for
glory. How much more impressive is the

holder of a history degree programming a
mainframe than someone who has studied
computer science. We all know how the
latter got his expertise—but it must take
uncommon intelligence for someone who
chose to spend several years studying the
inner workings of Italian Renaissance poli-
tics to master the intricacies of computers.
(So simple, those Italians.)

Or take writing. The English major
shares with the history major a reputation
for intellectual fluff, but the English major
is expected to know how to write. No one is
impressed if he (or she) can. But a history
major—ah, what luck—a history major is
expected to express himself in dense im-
penetrable thickets of nested subordinate
clauses, wired together by passive verbs
and heavily barbed with qualifying ad-
verbs and adjectives. So the H.D. who can
write clearly—let alone wittily or briefly—
gains respect out of all proportion to the
quality of the writing.

Outside the academic and corporate
battlefields, the H.D. still functions as a se-
cret weapon. Politics, for example. Here,
also, the personages in power are con-
vinced that history degrees are held by
harmless, inoffensive, timid souls whose
minds are lost in the mists of legend. How
surprised they are to find themselves
swept out of office by H.D.s quite familiar
(through their studies) with innumerable
instances of political chicanery, and all the
best methods of assault thereon. Better yet,
the possession of a history degree encour-
ages active bravery: at the precinct con-
vention, when the orator rises with the
shop-worn phrase, "Never before in
history—," the H.D. alone has the fire-
power to say "On the contrary, in 1521,
during the dispute between the Papacy
and the Ducal Court of—," setting the re-
cord straight while risking (in some pre-
cincts) more than political oblivion. Can
electrical engineering offer any excitement
like this? Has the chemistry laboratory
anything as stimulating?

In the sixteen years since gaining a
degree from Rice with a major in history, I
have never been employed as a historian.
Is this failure? Hardly. It's adventure. I have
leaped from one discipline to another: pro-
gramming computers, doing experiments
in radiation biology, writing for newspa-
pers. I have taught math and science (not
history), painted signs (not historical—for
riding stables), and ridden a rural ambu-
lance to car wrecks, shootings, stabbings,
and heart attacks.

In none of these endeavors has a de-
gree in history been the slightest hin-
drance. In many it's been a help, if only to
throw the opposition off balance. Through
two terms on the local city council, and a
term as chamber of commerce president,
my history degree helped immensely.
(Small town politics is much easier to un-
derstand if you have a firm grasp of feudal
relationships). My writing—especially the
fantasy series I'm working on—has been
enriched with historical background.

Nor is this a record to brag of. I'm not
particularly adventurous. Other H.D.s with
more natural ability have undoubtedly
outdone my humble efforts. This should be
understood as the most pastel version of
the exciting life possible for an H.D. of ini-
tiative and vigor.

So what can you do with a degree in
history? Anything. Anything, that is, but
be a historian.

ELIZABETH MOON '68
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EXECUTIVE DEVELOPMENT
The Jones School offers management
courses to the community throughout the
year. For details contact the Office of Exec-
utive Development, 527-6060.

June 16, 18, 19
How to Market

SUMMER SCHOOL
Rice's summer school program begins in
early June and includes courses in busi-
ness, biology, English, engineering, lan-
guages, mathematics, and the social
sciences. For more information, contact
the Office of Continuing Studies and Spe-
cial Programs. A sampling of upcoming fi-
nancial courses offered:

June 6-27
Stock Market Investing for
Beginners
Technical Analysis of Stocks

June 9
Introduction to Oil and Gas Tax
Shelters

June 16
Small Residential Investment

July 9-27
The Rice University Summer
Programming Camp

HOMECOMING

Friday, Nov. 9
3-5 Pm.
Early registration, Alumni Office, sec-
ond floor of the RMC.
Dedication of Robert R. Herring Hall,
keynote speaker, Robert K. Jaedicke,
Stanford University

Evening
Reunion parties, including Class of '34
Golden Reunion Dinner

Saturday, Nov. 10
8:30-11:30 A.M.
Registration, RMC Lobby
9 A.M.
Golden R Coffee honoring classes 1916-
34.
Friends of Fondren/Rice Engineering
Alumni reception

10 A.m.
Tribute to the Founder

10:15-11:30 A.M.
Convocation, Hamman Hall
Dr. Hackerman speaks
Gold Medal Presentation
Golden Anniversary Scholarship (1934)
presented to Dr. Hackerman
Concert by Rice Symphony Orchestra

11:45 A.M.
Luncheon
Retiring faculty honored, REA and
Friends of Fondren honorees intro-
duced. Faculty speaker.

12-2 PM.
Young Young Alumni Picnic (Graduates
within last 5 years), front of Hamman
Hall
2 PM.
Rice vs SMU, Rice Stadium

5 PM.
College Cook-outs- all graduates since
1958 are invited to their colleges.

Evening
Reunion parties, including Class of '59
Silver Anniversary Dinner

Sunday, Nov. 11
10 A.m.
Powder Puff Football Game

1 PM.
Old Timers Baseball Doubleheader
3 Pm.
Varsity vs Recent Graduates (Youngest
Old Timers)
Barbeque at the Baseball Field

F IL MS

The Rice Media Center presents a series of
specialty films Wednesdays through Sun-
days, 7:30 Pm. Admission is $2.50; $3 dou-
ble features and premieres.

June 15
One Way Passage

June 16
Coup de Torchon (Premiere)

June 17
And Then There Were None/Murder
My Sweet

June 21
The Italian Straw Hat/Modern
Times

June 22
To Catch a Thief/Bonjour, Tristesse

June 23
The White Rose (Premiere)

June 24
Mr. Blandings Builds His Dream
House/
The Long, Long Trailer

June 28
The Entertainer

June 29
The Libeled Lady/My Man Godfrey

June 30
Yojimbo/Sanjuro

T R A V E L

For information on alumni travel pro-
grams, contact the Alumni Office, (713)
527-4057 or write Rice Alumni, PO. Box
1892, Houston, TX 77251 to receive the de-
tailed itinerary by first class mail.

Sept.-Oct. 1984
South Africa
Eighteen-day tour of the cities, the country-
side, and the wildlife, with an optional ex-
tension to Victoria Falls. $4000.

Dec. 21-28, 1984
Christmas in England
A week in merrie olde England including
three days in London, a drive through the
Thames Valley, tours of Oxford, the Cots-
wolds and Bath. Christmas and Boxing
Day celebrated in Cheltenham. $1600.

Jan. or Feb., 1985
Yellowstone Country Snowmobile
Tour
A five-day adventure for families and the
young at heart exploring Yellowstone and
the surrounding National Forests with ex-
pert guides. $900.

Jan. or Feb., 1985
Archaeological Tour of Mexico City
and Oaxaca
A long weekend touring the important
sights with a day trip to the Pyramids or
optional 3-day extension in Oaxaca with
tours of Monte Alban and Mitla. $400 or
$650.

Mar. 22-Apr. 9, 1985
The Island World of Indonesia
From Singapore to Hong Kong, partici-
pants voyage 18 days on board the Illiria
exploring the exotic islands that form Indo-
nesia, an ancient land of rich cultural tra-
ditions and tropical landscapes of
unsurpassed beauty. $4300-6300 depend-
ing on cabin choice.

May 13-28, 1985
Cathedrals and Chateaux of France
Fifteen-day tour of the major French gothic
cathedrals and abbeys, the chateaux of
the Loire Valley and Versailles escorted by
Katherine Brown of art and art history,

who will teach a course on French Goth
Art in spring, 1985. $3,000.

July 27-Aug. 12, 1985
Trans-Siberian Special
A grand 16-day rail journey across Russ
and Siberia by private luxury train with
first-class service and dining. Off-train e
cursions include Moscow and Khabaro
and a cruise on the River Ob. $4500.

Oct. 12-23, 1985
Northern Italy Palladian Villas
Tour
Twelve-day tour encompassing the hist
cities of Northern Italy from Verona to V
ice with accommodations selected for
charm and historic importance and es-
corted by Mark Hewitt of architecture.
$2700.

Early Nov., 1985
Colonial and Revolutionary
Virginia
Eight-day history tour highlighting the
usual in Washington, D.C., Williamsbu
and Charlottesville with Ira Gruber Of h
tory. $1400.

BASEBALL

June 1-10 NCAA Championship
Omaha, Neb.

TRACK

June 16-24 Olympic Trials, Los
Angeles

Aug. 3-12 Olympics, Los Ange

A-#11o400111111".'-

FOOTBALL

at MinnesotaSept. 8

Sept. 22 Lamar (homo.

at Miami (FL)Sept. 29

Oct. 6 Texas (home)

Oct. 13 at TCU

Oct. 20 Texas Tech (home)
Oct. 27 at Texas A&M

Nov. 2at Arkansas

Nov. 10 SMU (home)
Nov. 17 Baylor (home)

Dec. 1 at Houston

A
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